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ABSTRACT

Belteton, Samuel A. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2020. Multivariate analysis of
leaf tissue morphogenesis. Major Professor: Daniel B. Szymanski.

Leaf size and shape are strongly influenced by the growth patterns of the epider-

mal tissue. Pavement cells are the prevalent cell type in the epidermis and during

cell expansion they undergo a drastic shape change from a simple polyhedral cells to

puzzled-shaped cell. The role of these cell protrusions, more commonly referred to as

lobes, remains unknown but their formation has been proposed to help increase the

structural integrity of the epidermal tissue. How the symmetry breaking event that

initiates a lobe is controlled remains unknown, however pharmacological and genetic

disruption of the microtubule system has been shown to interfere not only with lobe

initiation but also with lobe expansion. Additionally, the role of microtubules in the

pattering of microfibril deposition, the load-bearing structure of the cell wall, makes

the microtubule system a good candidate to evaluate its dynamics as a function of

shape change. Two main mechanical models for lobe initiation are evaluated here, one

where microtubules serve as stable features suppressing local expansion and one where

microtubules, similarly to the anisotropic expansion patterning in hypocotyl cells, pro-

mote the local anisotropic expansion of the cell resulting in lobe formation. The main

method to evaluate these models was through the use of long-term time-lapse image

analysis using a plasma-membrane marker for accurate shape change quantification

and a microtubule marker to quantify their location, persistence, and density as a

function of cell shape change. Using the junctions where three cells come together,

cells were sub-divided into segments and the shape of these segments were tracked

using a new coordinate system that allowed the detection of new lobes as which can

arise from ∼300 deflections. By mapping sub-cellular processes, such as microtubule
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persistence, to this coordinate system, correlations of microtubule organization and

shape change was possible. Additionally, a subset of microtubules bundles that splay

across the anticlinal and periclinal walls, perpendicular and parallel to the leaf surface

respectively, were identified as marking the location and direction of lobe formation.

Disrupting the cell boundary by partially digesting pectin, a main component in the

middle lamella, revealed the cell-autonomous morphogenesis mechanism in pavement

cells. Under pectinase treatment, cell invaginations were produced and similarly to

lobes their initiation was microtubule and cellulose dependent. Lastly, stress predic-

tion using finite-element models, based from live-cell images, co-localized regions of

high cell wall stress with both microtubule persistence and shape shape locations in

both lobing and invaginated segments. Together, a model of cellular shape change is

presented where microtubules translate cell wall stresses to tissue morphogenesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The morphogenesis of the plant epidermal tissue

The leaf is the location where most of the photosynthetic reactions take place

and its size is strongly correlated with gross primary production [1]. Being such a

crucial organ in plants, understanding how its size and shape is controlled has been

an active field of plant biology. While acting as a protective tissue that surrounds

the underlying photosynthetic cells, the epidermis tissue of the leaf must remain

flexible enough to withstand constant mechanical perturbations such as those from

high wind and insect herbivory. Central to this thesis, the epidermis tissue act as a

biomechanical shell that has a very important role in the restriction or promotion of

organ level growth. In classic experiments using the transmembrane brassnisosteroid

receptor mutant, bri1 - which has a dwarf phenotype, normal seedling growth was

restored when a functional protein was targeted exclusively to the epidermis layer [2].

A major unanswered question is to understand how cell growth behaviors can scale

to influence tissue - and organ-level phenotypes. At the cellular level, the prominent

cell type of the epidermal tissue, the pavement cell, undergoes a drastic shape change

from a simple polyhedral cell to a puzzle-shaped cell. While not universal, the major-

ity of plant species develop lobed-shape pavement cells [3]. The importance of these

cell protrusions is not known, but it has been hypothesized that a lobed cell shape

might increases the structural integrity of the epidermis tissue or coordinate local

polarized growth to affect organ level shape change [4].

Understanding the biomechanics and cytoskeletal programming of lobed pavement

cells is a longstanding challenge in the field. Unlike other morphogenesis systems, such

as root hairs or trichomes, these cells are glued to its neighboring cells via a pectin-

rich middle lamella (Fig 1.1 B,C). Lobe formations events are episodic [5,6] and these
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periods that are permissive for lobe formation have been shown to occur during at

at 1-2, and 5-7 days after germination. In-between these periods of lobe formation,

isotropic expansion periods occur where the cell shape remains relative unchanged.

Adding to this complexity, the areal growth rates between neighboring cells [7] and

even the growth rates of the cell walls within a cell can vary greatly [5, 8]. The

complexity has not been adequately accounted for in the literature, and presently it

is not possible to create predictions on how, when, or why lobes form.

Leaf epidermal cells provide an excellent model system to analyze multi-scale

growth control processes in which the activities of protein complexes and intracellu-

lar polymers scale-up to control morphogenesis at cell and organ-level spatial scales.

Cell wall growth is defined as the irreversible expansion of the cell after turgor pres-

sure exceeds the cell wall’s yielding threshold [9]. To avoid rupture, the cell wall

must be reinforced. Cellulose fibers are the main load-bearing elements of plant cells

and microtubule organization directs their deposition serving as track for cellulose

synthase [10]. During cell expansion, if the deposition of cellulose is random such

as in the case of the cellulose synthesis mutant any1, the shape of the cell expands

in an isotropic, equal in all directions, manner occasionally bursting [11]. The same

isotropic cell expansion is seen when seedlings are treated with oryzalin, a well know

microtubule de-polymerizing drug [12] and with treatment with isoxaben, a chemi-

cal that blocks the delivery of cellulose synthase to the plasma-membrane [13]. This

disruption of shape is not exclusive to the cellulose and microtubule system. For ex-

ample, the SPIKE1 null mutant, a guanine exchange factor upstream of the ARP2/3

complex and a key player for cortical actin organization [14], has a lobeless pavement

cell phenotype [15]. It is also critical to distinguish between lobe formation and lobe

maintenance/expansion mechanism. The former is the ability for a cell to create local

protrusion and the latter is the mechanism which expands or maintains the already

form lobe. The lack of spatiotemporal developmental shape analysis in the literature

has led to confusion, misinterpretation, and numerous highly divergent view of how

this process is programmed. For example, population level analysis of cells at un-
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known developmental stages has led to mutants that affect cell size, lobe initiation,

or lobe outgrowth all being classified as lobe initiation genes [16–19]

from either genetic or pharmacological studies prevents separating these possibly

different mechanisms. A benefit of utilizing these cells to quantify how sub-cellular

process affect cell and even organ shape change is that unlike animal cells whose shape

are highly flexible, plant cells maintain their shape due to the rigid material of the

cell wall.

1.2 Mechanical models for lobe formation

Mechanical models for lobe initiation vary depending based on the analysis per-

formed. One of the leading models for cell interdigitation comes from epithem-cells

of the hydathodes in Pilea cadierei [20]. Microtubules were found at locations where

the once polyhedral cell had obtained a sinuous periphery and increased the extracel-

lular spaces between cells. This model was then extrapolated to the epidermis of the

leaves of the fern Vigna sinensis [21]; where cell pads were created at the junction of

the anticlinal and outer-periclinal wall (See Fig 1.3 for cell wall locations). In both

of these cell types, the interpretation was that microtubules act as stable long-lived

tracks for cellulose deposition. This in turn, results in local thickening of the cell

wall restricting its expansion and the surrounding regions would expand creating the

flanks of these lobes (Fig 1.2). There are several concerns with this interpretation.

First, while the cell pads seen in Vigna sinensis epidermis were spatially correlated

with microtubule presence, the cell wall thickening did not continue to the entire of

the anticlinal wall height. Second, while there was strong evidence of microtubule

dependent shape change, it was not clear if the microtubule organization preceded

the lobe formation or if it was established after the feature was established. Although

limited primarily to TEM and light microscopy analysis of fixed cells, these stud-

ies provided a good starting point to evaluate shape change and identify putative

molecular players that might be involved.
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Assumptions based on commonly observed, although not universal, microtubule

organization at the convex side of a lobe apex promoted a growth restriction model

for lobe formation (Fig 1.2). Snapshots of lobed cells with microtubule markers have

shown that outer-periclinal microtubules are often observed at the convex side of a

lobe apex, which is consistent with the results from Vigna sinensis leaves [16, 22].

Unfortunately, even without time-lapse analysis of the microtubule organization, the

local growth restriction model became the framework unto which the PIN based

patterning of ROP GTPase signal pathway was mapped. In these model analysis

already lobed cells were used to investigate the organization of the cytoskeleton and

their patterns were assumed to have remained unchanged prior to lobe formation, a

more detail breakdown of the PIN model is presented in chapter 2. Limited time-

lapse analysis of microtubule patterns in lobing cells by Armour et al, 2015, reinforced

the model of stable microtubules at lobing regions. In this study, the analysis of

microtubule organization prior to lobe detection was limited to one time-point and

population level analysis of the microtubule at the apex of a lobe used both newly

formed and established lobes. The problem with this approach is that it combines

two potential different mechanisms of lobe formation and lobe maintenance.

Another approach to analyze epidermal cell morphogenesis has been focused on

examining the mechanical properties of the cell wall and how its local composition can

lead to symmetry breaking events. To more efficiently analyze the hypothesis of cell

morphogenesis as a consequence of locally modified cell wall mechanical properties,

finite element modeling has proved to be an indispensable tool. Finite element (FE)

modeling refers to a computer simulation based on the known physical behaviors of

thin-walled pressurizing shells in response to physical stresses on the system. The

surface of the shell is divided into a mesh of discrete elements, and at each element

node, the distortion of the material (strain) in response to an internal pressurization

force on the material (stress) is calculated using neo-Hookean models of a deformable

solid. The FE model is appropriate for thin walled pressurized plant cells, and can be

adapted to any geometry. In pollen tube cells [23] and in trichome cell branches [24]
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this type of simulation has been successful in obtaining insights about the required

subcellular cell wall composition or cytoskeletal organization of the cell required to

obtain the observed shape change. The power of the system comes from the predic-

tions of the model that suggest experiments to determine the subcellular location and

type of cell wall material properties that are needed to explain growth patterns. Un-

like the aforementioned cells, leaf epidermal cells are in contact with several cells that

are growing at different rates [5,8]. Despite this complexity, simplified finite element

modeling has put forth two main mechanism for lobe formation; symmetry breaking

due to growth restriction driven by cell wall stresses [25] and symmetry breaking due

to cell wall buckling under compressive stresses at the anticlinal wall [26].

Simulations of hypothetical cells of varying shape complexity resulted in predicted

stresses patterns that decreased with an increase of lobes [27]. It was then hypoth-

esized that as the cell expands local regions of the wall were restricted to give rise

to lobe formations which would compensate for the increased cell wall stresses. By

looking exclusively at the anticlinal wall, an alternating pattering of cell wall stiffness

under tension stress produces undulations along the wall [25]. However, recent eval-

uation of this modeling scheme with published parameters, only resulted in a small

fraction of magnitude change in the shape [28]. More importantly when a 3D cell

model was constructed by incorporating the periclinal walls the slight shape change

was completely undetected. An alternative model of symmetry breaking events was

proposed when 3D cell clusters were pressurized and compressive forces were pre-

dicted [26] (Fig 1.3). Further evaluation using box shape cells, these compressive

forces resulted in buckling to occur which was seen as an initial method for lobe for-

mation. However, this force was not enough to explain the growth of these features

and the involvement of microtubules as the driving force for lobe elongations rather

than initiation was proposed. Reliable experimental methods to analyze sub-cellular

material properties are necessary to evaluate if these compressive forces exist. There

presently is no genetic data to support this model either.
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While finite element modeling can provide informative data, it is useful only if

biologically relevant validation and refinement modeling is conducted. The trend of

using finite element model on the epidermal tissue can be distilled to the following:

simulations of simple shape cells and extrapolating the obtained mechanical data

to lobed cells. Stress is highly dependent on the shape of the cell, but also the

morphology of its neighbors; the patterns obtained after lobes have been formed

most likely do not reflect that stress prior to lobe initiations. This highlights the

importance of time-lapse imaging and accurate cell shape outlines to establish the

state of the tissue prior to shape change, but also to monitor how these changes affect

the sub-cellular stress and cytoskeletal organization.

Lobes emerge as small ∼300 nm deflections in the anticlinal cell wall boundary

that appear at time-scales of 10s of minutes [29]. The lack of high-temporal and

-spatial resolution time-lapse analysis of pavement cells shape change has limited

the field. Additionally, lack of time resolved cytoskeletal protein location in these

lobing cells has been very limited and specially prior to lobe initiation. Without clear

patterns prior to lobe initiation it is difficult to evaluate how these sub-cellular systems

direct cellular morphogenesis. Here, the growth restriction model (Fig 1.2) will be

evaluated by first accurately investigating the shape phenotype of mature pavement

cells from key players in the PIN -centric restriction model using a newly developed

cell shape algorithm. To analyze the stability of microtubules, long-term analysis of

microtubules at the anticlinal wall as a function of location and time was performed.

Lastly, the evaluation of the local anisotropic cell expansion mechanical model (Fig

1.4) will be conducted. In this model, microtubules serve as tracks for microfibril

deposition, controlling the local expansion in a small patch of the outer periclinal

wall. This model is based on known cell expansion patterns such as those seen in

hypocotyl cells where the microfibril alignment restricts radial expansion while axial

expansion, which is perpendicular to microfibril alignment, is permitted. Similarly,

in pavement cell persistent microfibril deposition would restrict cell expansion in

the direction of the microfibrils but the expansion transversely to them would be
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permissive leading to a lobe formation. To evaluate this model, long-term high-spatial

and -temporal analysis was conducted in double-tagged transgenic line in which the

plasma-membrane marker was utilized for accurate cell periphery quantification and

a microtubule marker to utilized to track their location. A new method to quantify

the shape change of the cell periphery was developed (Chapter 4) and microtubule

localization was correlated to these sites of lobe formation. To evaluate the patterning

of microtubules, a 3D finite element model was built from live-cell images prior to

lobe formation. Finally, partial degradation of pectin in the middle lamella provided

a way to interfere with cell boundary conditions providing a new method to analyze

cellular morphogenesis in uncoupled cells (Chapter 4).

1.3 Figures
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Fig. 1.1. Organ and cell level shape change in A. thaliana cotyledons.
(A) Representative cotyledons at 1 days after germination (DAG)
[left] and 2 DAG [Right]. (B) Representative pavement cell morphol-
ogy at 1 DAG. (C) Representative pavement cell morphology at 2
DAG, showing an increased in cell area and lobe formation/expansion.
Scale bars = 100 µm.
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A B

Fig. 1.2. Growth restriction model for lobe formation. (A) Stable
microtubules at the anticlinal and outer-periclinal wall locally restrict
cell expansion. (B) Local restriction in an expanding cell where ad-
jacent unrestricted regions expand creating the undulated cell shape
phenotype. Modified from [30].

A B

Compression

Stress Stress hotspots

Stress hotspotsStress

Fig. 1.3. Lobe formation due to cell buckling. (A) Stress directed to-
wards the outer- and inner-periclinal wall produces compression forces
on the anticlinal wall. (B) Symmetry breaking events due to compres-
sion forces produces regions of high cell wall stresses which are ampli-
fied by the response of the microtubules system. Modified from [26].
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Fig. 1.4. Local anisotropic expansion model for lobe formation. (A)
Mechanical model for lobe formation where microtubules serving as
tracks for microfibril deposition promote the local expansion perpen-
dicular to the microfibril alignment. (B) Persistent anisotropic ex-
pansion creates symmetry breaking events at both the anticlinal and
outer-periclinal wall resulting in lobe formation.
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2. LOBEFINDER

Chapter 2 was published in Plant Physiology in August 2016. The author contribu-

tions are as follows. David Umulis and Daniel Szymanski conceived the image-analysis

method. Tzu-Ching Wu wrote the LobeFinder code. Samuel Belteton generated the

image data and evaluated the code and its outputs. Daniel Szymanski, David Umulis,

Tzu-ching Wu, and Samuel Belteton wrote the article.
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LobeFinder: A Convex Hull-Based Method for Quantitative
Boundary Analyses of Lobed Plant Cells1[OPEN]
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Dicot leaves are composed of a heterogeneous mosaic of jigsaw puzzle piece-shaped pavement cells that vary greatly in size and
the complexity of their shape. Given the importance of the epidermis and this particular cell type for leaf expansion, there is a
strong need to understand how pavement cells morph from a simple polyhedral shape into highly lobed and interdigitated cells.
At present, it is still unclear how and when the patterns of lobing are initiated in pavement cells, and one major technological
bottleneck to addressing the problem is the lack of a robust and objective methodology to identify and track lobing events during
the transition from simple cell geometry to lobed cells. We developed a convex hull-based algorithm termed LobeFinder to
identify lobes, quantify geometric properties, and create a useful graphical output of cell coordinates for further analysis. The
algorithm was validated against manually curated images of pavement cells of widely varying sizes and shapes. The ability to
objectively count and detect new lobe initiation events provides an improved quantitative framework to analyze mutant
phenotypes, detect symmetry-breaking events in time-lapse image data, and quantify the time-dependent correlation between
cell shape change and intracellular factors that may play a role in the morphogenesis process.

The size, shape, and angle of leaves are important
adaptive traits in natural populations and key deter-
minants of yield in agronomic settings (Zhu et al., 2010).
Therefore, it is important to understand the cellular
events that collectively, at the levels of the tissues and
organs, lead to the formation of durable, lightweight,
and appropriately sized leaf blades for efficient light
capture (Walter et al., 2009). In Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana), the growth properties of the epidermis may
have particular importance in terms of organ size con-
trol (Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2007), and the growth
behaviors of the sectors of the epidermis and individual
cells can correlate with organ-level growth behaviors
(Zhang et al., 2011; Kuchen et al., 2012). In dicots, the
basic cellular unit of the epidermis is the jigsaw puzzle
piece-shaped pavement cell, the division and expansion
of which drive leaf expansion (Asl et al., 2011).

The biomechanics of pavement cell shape change
are complicated (Panteris and Galatis, 2005; Geitmann
and Ortega, 2009; Szymanski and Cosgrove, 2009;
Szymanski, 2014). Turgor pressure is the driving force for
cell expansion. However, the magnitude and directions
of cell wall tension forces are difficult to predict because
of the presence of adjacent neighboring cells both in the
plane of the epidermis and in the underlying mesophyll
tissue (Szymanski, 2014). The shape of the cell itself also
may influence the stress patterns in the wall, and regions
of high cell curvature are predicted to have increased
wall stress compared with other domains of the cell
(Sampathkumar et al., 2014). The growth trajectory or
strain response of the cell also is strongly influenced by
heterogeneity in the cellwall, and a current challenge is to
understand how differences in cell wall thickness and
local cellulose-dependent cell wall anisotropy might
contribute to polarized growth in this cell type (Panteris
and Galatis, 2005; Szymanski, 2014).

The developmental control of lobe initiation in cotyle-
dons and leaves also is poorly understood. In one early
model, lobe initiationwas proposed to direct organ shape,
with cell elongation and lobe initiation occurring inde-
pendently in populations of cells to influence organ
growth in length and width, respectively (Tsuge et al.,
1996; Fu et al., 2002). Other studies, which relied on cell
shape measurements from populations of unsynchro-
nized cells, detected correlations between cell size and
lobe number, implying a continuous process of cell ex-
pansion and lobe initiation (Qiu et al., 2002; Fu et al.,
2005). Neither of these models appears to be correct,
based on several recent studies that employ either long-
term time-lapse imaging of pavement cell morphogenesis
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(Zhang et al., 2011; Elsner et al., 2012) or cell population
analyses that analyzed cells from developmentally staged
leaves over time intervals spanning days (Andriankaja
et al., 2012) or weeks (Staff et al., 2012). The clear outcome
from these studies is that the frequency of lobe initiation
clearly depends on the developmental stage and location
on the leaf. However, in many instances, lobe initiation is
unpredictable. For example, a given cell’s anticlinal (per-
pendicular to the leaf surface) walls are in contact with
several neighboring cells. New lobes can form along ei-
ther one or several of these cell boundaries, and the factors
that define the probability of forming a new lobe at a
particular location are not known. Lobe initiation, there-
fore, is episodic, and morphogenesis appears to include
both anisotropic growth during lobe initiation and lobe
expansion as well as extended phases of symmetrical cell
expansion in which the cell size increases but the overall
geometry of the cell remains essentially unchanged
(Zhang et al., 2011).

One major limitation in the field is the lack of a robust
and objective method to identify new lobes. The discus-
sion above on the cellular and developmental control of
lobe formation is based largely on the subjective evalu-
ation of pavement cell segments as being either lobed or
unlobed. This has generated confusion and variability in
the literature with regard to detecting phenotypes and
comparing the severity of phenotypes among different
mutants. In some instances, the end points of a midline
skeleton of individual pavement cells have been used to
estimate lobe number (Le et al., 2006; Staff et al., 2012);
however, this method is not very accurate and appears to
underestimate lobe number. As an alternative, dimen-
sionless shape descriptors like circularity (4p 3 cell
area/perimeter2), a ratio that approaches 1 for more cir-
cular cells and gets smaller as cells become more lobed,
are used to test for differences among cells in the com-
plexity of their cell shape (Kieber et al., 1993; Le et al.,
2003; Djakovic et al., 2006; Le et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2008). Themajor weakness of this approach is that it does
not directly reflect lobe number, and there are many
equally plausible explanations in which reductions in
either lobe initiation or lobe expansion could lead to
similar differences in cell shape complexity. In this article,
we describe a highly useful convex hull-based MatLab
program termed LobeFinder that operates on cell pe-
rimeter coordinates extracted from images of pavement
cells and returns an array of useful cell shape data, in-
cluding a value for lobe number and a map of their po-
sitions. Based on median scores of manually identified
features from a diverse population of pavement cells,
LobeFinder predictions outperformed the alternative
method of binary image skeletonization and subjective
human scoring. The development, validation, limita-
tions, and uses of LobeFinder are described below.

RESULTS

Currently, quantification methods of lobe formation
are often focused on the localization of specific factors
related to cellular shape change, such as the distribution

of actin filaments, the presence of anticlinalmicrotubule
bundles, and qualitative descriptions of cell shape (Fu
et al., 2002, 2005). However, because there is no known
marker protein for lobe initiation, and because lobe
counting results vary greatly between laboratories and
among individuals (see below), there is a strong need
for a standardized computational approach to measure
the number and location of pavement cell lobes.

A number of commercial and open-source software
applications are available to quantify the geometry of cell
shapes. Thesemethods canbe broadly separated into two
categories: quantification of descriptive scalar properties
such as circularity, roughness, perimeter, area, etc. that
describe the shape by descriptive parameters (Russ, 2002;
Robert et al., 2008); and image-segmentation approaches
that we broadly define here as methods that reduce the
pixel information in the raw image into segments or a
reduced set of data points that have greater biological
meaning (Marcuzzo et al., 2008), such as converting an
image of a cell into segmented regions for nucleus, cy-
toplasm, Golgi, endoplasmic reticulum, etc. automati-
cally. These approaches offer a reduction in the size of the
data and a transformation of pixel intensity data into
classifications that directly inform the biology of the
problem. The Medial Axis Transform (Staff et al., 2012)
has been used to quantify pavement cell geometry. The
Medial Axis Transform uses the midline points of cells to
quantify cell shape differences by tracking the percentage
change in angles between linear segments of the branches
along the central axes or skeleton. A similar method for
tracking themidline of a cell is available as the FIJI plugin
AnalyzeSkeleton method (Arganda-Carreras et al., 2010;
Schindelin et al., 2012).

In the analysis of pavement cell shape, the most widely
used computational method to identify lobes is based on
the AnalyzeSkeleton algorithm that detects themidline of
irregularly shaped objects, categorizing the pixel proper-
ties of the surrounding area and choosing the best path to
detect areas of image continuity. Based upon the number
of neighboring pixels, some pixel points are ignored or
favored over others and a skeletonized representation of
the central axes of the cell’s shape and structure is formed.
In this method, individual cells are extracted manually
from a confocal image of a field of pavement cells (Fig. 1).
A midline skeleton is calculated from the binary image,
and the skeleton end points are extended to the cell pe-
rimeter, depending on themagnitude of the protrusion, to
map positions of predicted lobes. As shown in Figure 1,
the skeletonize method is not very accurate, and only
about half of the lobes that would be identified by a
trained scientist are accurately identified with this
method. Therefore, this method is useful in determining
generalized lobing events, usually well after a new lobe
has formed, but is unable to detect slight variations in
wall geometry that signify recent lobing events.

Outline of LobeFinder

To overcome the limitations of the previous methods
in identifying the position and number of lobes in
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pavement cells, we developed a new cell geometry
analysis approach named LobeFinder. LobeFinder op-
erates on user-supplied cell boundary coordinates that
are extracted from high-resolution confocal images of
pavement cells of various sizes and shapes. The algo-
rithm is based on a multistep process starting with a
convex hull of the cell boundary and a sequence of
processing events to robustly identify lobes (Graham,
1972). First, cell boundaries are segmented from the
original image. For our analysis of cell boundary vari-
ation and lobe detection, existing segmentation methods
utilizing gradient vector field SNAKEs or a related
approach (Ma andManjunath, 2000; Roeder et al., 2010)
were not sufficiently accurate, frequently merging cells
or creating additional cells from an irregularly shaped
lobe. The recently published semiautomated method
for pavement cell segmentation termed CellECT im-
proves the efficiency of three-dimensional pavement
cell segmentation and includes user input to reduce
errors (Delibaltov et al., 2016). In the future, CellECT
could be modified to output a single set of splined co-
ordinates that accurately depict the boundary of the
anticlinal cell wall. We anticipate that as cell segmen-
tation methods improve, LobeFinder will be integrated
into an image-processing work flow to enable high-
throughput cell phenotyping. However, at present,
manual segmentation is the only reliable method to
extract cell coordinates, and this can be easily achieved
using the polygon selection tool that is available in
ImageJ. The ImageJ segmentation tool is advantageous
because it allows the user to adjust the position of the
cell boundary points and add or delete points as
needed.
For this study, confocal imageswere at a resolution of

3.95 or 2.55 pixels mm21. After testing a range of sam-
pling densities along the cell perimeter, we found that
sampling frequencies of 0.5 to 1.5 points mm21 were
sufficient to yield accurate results for cell shape analy-
ses using LobeFinder because lobe detection was con-
sistent in this range. Sampling frequencies of one point

every 2 mm or less led to obvious mismatches between
the cell shapes in the raw image and the segmented
cells. We recommend sampling cell perimeters at
1 point mm21 and selecting the spline function within
ImageJ to smooth the manual tracing and provide a
high density of interpolated points.

Following extraction of the cell perimeter by seg-
mentation, the center of mass of each cell is calculated
and moved to the origin. The overall cell size is nor-
malized and scaled by a constant factor to calculate lobe
numbers (Fig. 2A). Following analysis, the outputs are
rescaled back to micrometers for the outputs reported
in the graphical user interface (GUI). This allows the use
of the same relative metrics and LobeFinder settings to
determine if a lobe is present for cells of different ages
and sizes. The normalization step also allows raw im-
ages at multiple different resolutions to be processed in
LobeFinder. To remove artifacts introduced by the un-
even sampling of perimeter points during manual cell
segmentation and reorientation, the cell perimeter data
are approximated by a cubic spline interpolation.

The output of the preprocessing steps is a cell pe-
rimeter that is scaled, aligned with the center of mass,
smoothed and resampled (cubic spline interpolation),
and ready for further analysis. To acquire the minimal
polygon that surrounds the entire set of coordinates
that define the cell boundary (Fig. 2B), we employ the
MatLab function convhull, which returns the coordi-
nates of the convex polygon (hull) that contains all the
coordinate points of the cell set. The convex hull pro-
vides two important features for further analysis: first,
it provides information for the minimum convex set
that encompasses the entire cell; and second, it provides
a convenient coordinate system onto which the cell
boundary properties are easily mapped (Fig. 2B, mid-
dle). Both of these outputs will serve to subsequently
identify key points and structures.

Pavement cells do not typically produce an outline
where all of the extrema at the lobe tips are located
precisely on the hull. For example, in Figure 2B (upper

Figure 1. The AnalyzeSkeleton processing tech-
nique of lobe identification does not accurately
identify pavement cell lobes. Left, Representative
confocal images of early stage cotyledon pave-
ment cells. Middle, Calculated midline skeletons
of the corresponding pavement cells. Right,
Summary of the accuracy of the AnalyzeSkeleton
method. Green squares indicate correctly identi-
fied lobe points based on the extensions of the
skeleton end points, and red arrows indicate
missed lobe points compared with voting results.
Bar = 20 mm.
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right), the convex hull produces a line that does not
separate regions 4 and 5 by the lobe that is located be-
tween the regions, since the lobe does not land on the
hull itself. To adjust the hull, the distance between the
cell and the hull is calculated and plotted on an axis of
position versus distance (Fig. 2B). Using the orthogonal
distance to the convex hull to the cell perimeter, the
local minima are retrieved, and the convex hull is then
refined to capture the interior local minima points. To
determine whether there are interior lobe points be-
tween adjacent points on the convex hull, we use the
program PeakFinder (Yoder, 2011) to determine both
local and absolute extrema between hull(i) and hull(j),
points on the cell periphery coincident with the hull.
PeakFinder identifies the location of the missed lobes,
and the hull used to encapsulate the cell is modified to
contact the lobe point (Fig. 2B, step 2). These additional
processing steps capture the majority of interior lobes

that would otherwise bemissed, since they do not lie on
the hull surrounding each cell. The resulting hull is
termed the refined hull because it no longer conforms to
the strict definition of a convex hull. The distance to the
refined hull (DTRH) plots contain highly useful infor-
mation on the local patterns of growth. Therefore, the
cell and its refined hull are rescaled back to their real
dimensions, and the DTRH coordinates are available to
be exported within the LobeFinder program. In rare
instances, there are relatively large pavement cells in
which a cell lobe is bulbous. In these instances, the path
of the cell perimeter doubles back on itself on one axis,
creating multiple solutions for the DTRH plot. In this
subregion of the cell, the PeakFinder routine uses only
the smallest distance value, and this can lead to erro-
neous hull refinements and lobe calls. This morphology
is rare in our data set, but a bulbous morphology is
the default state in the crenulated boundary of many

Figure 2. Overview of the LobeFinder logic andwork flow. A, Cell perimeter positions aremanually segmented from raw images,
scaled, and resampled. Bar = 20 mm. B, A convex hull, defined as the minimal polygon that encloses the entire given cell pe-
rimeter, is computed (step 1), then the perimeter is scanned for missed lobe points (the extrema between segments 4 and 5) using
the PeakFinder algorithm within MatLab (step 2). The optimized values for thresholds (dTH and lTH) for rule-based lobe geometry
and spacing are used to identify putative lobe points (step 3); then, groups of lobe points are merged, and the final set of predicted
lobe positions is extracted (step 4).
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monocot leaf epidermal cells. For these species, Lobe-
Finder would likely perform well in analyzing early
events associated with lobe initiation but likely would
fail to accurately count the lobes of fully expanded cells.
Following adjustment of the convex hull, the goal of

the algorithm is to identify which of the points on the
cell perimeter correspond to the positions of the pro-
trusions. Additionally, not every point on the hull cor-
responds to a physical lobe on the pavement cell, and to
some extent, the identification of a lobe on the cell is
subjective in nature, with different individuals identi-
fying different lobe positions and numbers. One design
goal of the algorithm is to mimic the expert observer’s
approach to identify the geometric features, albeit by an
objective computer algorithm. This goal informed the
design of the geometric parameters for lobe geometry
and spacing that were developed to optimize lobe
identification. For each data point in the set of convex
hull points (Fig. 2B, step 3), the distance between
neighboring points is calculated. This distance between
hull points determines if the algorithm should consider
adjacent lobe points as part of the same lobe. To cull
points on the hull and leave only those that are identi-
fied as the center of a lobe, two parameters (d and l) for
the initial identification of lobes are used: the scaled
spacing distance between lobe points (d) and a ratio of
the height (distance between hull and cell boundary) to
the width (distance of hull segment) between prospec-
tive lobe points (l). The distance between a lobe point
and the convex hull is zero; however, there must be a
region between lobes where the distance is nonzero and
above some threshold value. This module of the pro-
gram calibrates LobeFinder to reduce the number of
misleading or incorrect lobe points on the convex hull.
This calibration is effective in most cases. However,
because the parameters are tuned to be sensitive for
small deviations in boundary shape, cells with rela-
tively simple shapes with extended domains of the cell
boundary that are close to the threshold values for d
and l are most likely to have false positives.

LobeFinder Optimization and Evaluation

The principal method for the identification of
lobes and lobing segments in pavement cells relies on
observer-based inspection and identification of lobing
events. An important research goal is to standardize
pavement cell phenotyping and to create an objective
computational method that can accurately quantify
cellular geometry and be applied to time-lapse data and
large ensembles of images to efficiently calculate pop-
ulation statistics. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure
that the algorithm produces consistent and accurate
observations.
As an initial test of the sensitivity of the output to

variability in an individual’s choice of boundary points
for cell segmentation, three pavement cells of varying
sizes and shapes were manually segmented three times
and analyzed using LobeFinder. For each of these
cells, the area, perimeter, and circularity values for the

technical replicates were either identical or differed by
a fraction of 1%. For the technical replicates, the
LobeFinder outputs for lobe number were more varia-
ble, with the coefficients of variation for lobe number
varying between 0.06 and 0.1. This level of variabilty in
the measurement of lobe number was much less than
that observed when multiple individuals used subjec-
tive criteria to score an identical cell. For example, in our
test population of pavement cells (Supplemental Fig.
S1), the coefficient of variation for lobe number ranged
from 0.03 to 0.21, with 10 of the 15 cells having a coef-
ficient of variation greater than 0.1. In the LobeFinder
program, variability in lobe number most often oc-
curred along relatively straight cell perimeter segments
with one tracing including a very small feature that was
absent in another. The cause for this is discussed further
below, but this result makes clear the importance of
accurate sampling along the cell perimeter.

Fifteen randomly selected pavement cells (Supplemental
Fig. S1) from a time-lapse data set were used to more
thoroughly compare the accuracy of LobeFinder with
that of existing methods. The cells had sizes that ranged
from 280 to 1,588 mm2 and circularity values that ranged
from 0.32 to 0.81. We evaluated how well LobeFinder
outputs of lobe number and lobe position would agree
with the scores generated by researchers with experience
in the analysis of pavement cell shape. For each of the
images (examples shown in Fig. 3), six experienced
pavement cell scientists visually inspected 8.5-3 11-inch
printouts of each cell and identified lobe locations for
each raw image. These data were used to determine the
accuracy of lobe point position detection and to calculate
the number of lobes present for each cell (Fig. 3, C andD).
A few of the cells used in the calibration of LobeFinder
are shown in Figure 3A. The complete set of images
(Supplemental Fig. S1) and a summary of the cell and
convex hull properties (Supplemental Table S1) are
provided in “Supplemental Data.” A summary of the
LobeFinder and voter results is shown in Figure 3, E and
F. We next benchmarked LobeFinder and the existing
skeletonizemethod against the imagesmanually curated
by members of the two laboratories. The subjective na-
ture of the manual scoring of lobe number is evident in
the plots of lobe number (Fig. 3, E and F), withmany cells
having four or more features that were ambiguous.
Therefore, the median lobe number from the manually
curated data was used as a standard for comparison.

Overall, the skeletonize method greatly under-
estimated lobe numbers (Fig. 3E). Following an initial
calibration to optimize the threshold values of d and
l, the LobeFinder outputs for lobe number closely
matched the median lobe numbers from the manually
curated images (Fig. 3F). The LobeFinder lobe number
error was 5.7 times lower than that of the skeletonize
method (Fig. 3G). The accuracy of the manual lobe
counts was similar to that of LobeFinder when aver-
aged across all individuals (Fig. 3G); however, for a
given cell, there was considerable spread in the lobe
counts among the individuals (Fig. 3F). For example,
the error rate among the individuals differed by more
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than 20% for eight of the 15 cells, even though each of
the six individuals was similarly trained to score the
presence of lobes. This observation reinforces the strong
need for objective methods for the quantitative analysis
of cells with highly variable shapes and sizes.

Two different types of features were typically
identified as a lobe. First, there were instances of an
undulation along a cell perimeter segment that was
independent of a three-way cell wall junction. This is

the classic example of interdigitated growth among two
adjacent cells, and we define these features as type I
lobes. A second class of cell protrusions, defined here as
type II lobes, were instances in which a protrusion was
located at a three-way cell wall junction. These tripartite
junctions form during cytokinesis, and in some, but not
all, cases, the cell can grow asymmetrically at this lo-
cation, generating a protrusion with a shape that often
is indistinguishable from type I lobes. However, the

Figure 3. Evaluation of LobeFinder accuracy using a calibration data set and parameter optimization. A, Example of a raw image
containing five cotyledon pavement cells in the calibration data set. Bar = 20 mm. B, Outlines of extracted cells showing the cell
boundary and the unrefined convex hull. C and D, Example output of LobeFinder for two cells in which the correctly identified
(green squares) andmissed (red arrow) lobes are marked. E, Comparison of the skeletonizemethodwith manually curated results.
The light blue circles are the median values from manual lobe identification results for each cell, with individual independent
values in small dark blue dots, and red boxes are lobe numbers predicted by the skeletonize method. The dark blue bars plot the
absolute value of the differences between the lobe number count from the skeletonize method and the median value from the
manual results. F, Comparison of the LobeFinder methodwith manually curated results. The symbols and bars are as described in
E, but here, the red boxes are the lobe numbers predicted by LobeFinder. The dark blue bars are the absolute value differences
between the lobe number count from LobeFinder and the median value from manual results. G, Comparison of the percentage
errors of the LobeFinder, skeletonize, and manual scoring methods that were calculated using the median lobe number as the
correct value for each cell.
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growth mechanism that generates a type II lobe may
resemble intrusive growth (Jura et al., 2006), in which
one cell expands asymmetrically at the interface of two
adjacent cells. This form of asymmetric growth likely
differs from that which generates lobes that are inde-
pendent of tripartite junctions. There is certainly a need
to distinguish between these different types when one
analyzes phenotypes and gene function. Currently, this
is a weakness of LobeFinder, because the program op-
erates on the coordinates of individual cells and infor-
mation on the cell wall patterns of its neighboring cells
is lost. At present, if a user wishes to distinguish type I
and type II lobes, one can use the graphical output from
LobeFinder to identify the subset of lobes that fall on
three-way cell wall junctions. In the future, we hope to
use a semiautomated cell segmentation program like
CellECT (Delibaltov et al., 2016) to simultaneously ex-
tract cell coordinates from fields of cells and track the
positions of three-way cell wall boundaries.
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the

algorithm for lobe location, we compared the positions
of the predicted lobes against the manually determined
lobes within a specified tolerance (0.025 radians). If
LobeFinder identified the proper location within the
tolerance, it was identified as a true positive (TP;
Supplemental Fig. S2). If a predicted LobeFinder point
was not within 0.025 radians of a manually identified
point, it was considered a false positive (FP). Missed
lobe points were defined as false negatives (FN).We did
not calculate true negatives, since this would be an
ambiguous number to determine and it would not in-
form the evaluation of the method. Related to these
quantities, we also calculated the sensitivity [TP/(TP +
FN)] and the false discovery rate (FDR) [FP/(TP + FP)].
Both of these measures are used to determine the ef-
fectiveness of the algorithm.
A high sensitivity and a low FDR are the primary

objectives for the application of LobeFinder as a tool for
the reliable and automated measurement of cell shape
properties. Nine different combinations of the param-
eters d and l were tested that covered a wide range of
parameter values. The highest parameter values yiel-
ded decreased sensitivity and increased false positives;
however, there was a fairly broad range of parameter
combinations that yielded a sensitivity of approximately
0.8 and an FDR of approximately 0.25 (Supplemental
Fig. S2). This indicates a relatively lowdependence of the
algorithm on the specific parameters. The optimized
parameter combinations yielded an average sensitivity
of 0.95 or higher and an average FDR of less than 0.2
(Supplemental Fig. S2).

Identification of New Lobes in Time-Lapse Images of
Pavement Cells

The lobe number, shape, and size properties of pave-
ment cells were analyzed in populations of cells at
different intervals of cotyledon development. We ap-
plied the LobeFinder program to identify lobes in three
time-lapse data sets of pavement cell growth. The first

data set represents early growth from 38 h after ger-
mination (HAG) to 56 HAG. This slightly overlaps with
the second data set from 48 to 120 HAG. The third data
set covers 72 to 120 HAG. Data sets 2 and 3 were part of
a previous analysis of pavement cell growth (Zhang
et al., 2011), and the raw images were reanalyzed here
using LobeFinder. Example cells from these three dif-
ferent data sets are shown in Figure 4, A to C. Each
showed combinations of symmetrical lateral expansion,
with data sets 1 and 2 including more cells that initiated
new lobes during the time interval. For example, in the
cell that is representative of the 72- to 120-HAGdata set,
we observed no change in lobe number over the course
of time, but it increased in size (Fig. 4C, left to right). In
contrast, the cell in the 48- to 120-HAG data set initiated
five new lobes (Fig. 4B, left to right), while the cell in the
38- to 55-HAG data set added three new lobes in the
time span of 27 h (Fig. 4A, left to right). There is a great
deal of variability in pavement cell size and lobe
number as a function of cotyledon and leaf develop-
ment (Elsner et al., 2012; Staff et al., 2012). As a result, in
the relatively small windows of time analyzed here,
there are examples in which lobe number and cell area
are not strictly correlated with developmental time
(Table I; Supplemental Table S1). However, differences
in lobe initiation rates of individual cells within the time
intervals were apparent. Overall, the average number
of new lobes per cell was about 2.5 for the 38- to
55-HAG and 48- to 120-HAG populations and 0.5 for
the 72- to 20-HAG population (Table I). The percent-
ages of cells in all data sets that grew new lobes were
33% for 72 to 120HAG, 93% for 48 to 120HAG, and 80%
for 38 to 55 HAG (Table I). These LobeFinder outputs
and the average number of lobes per cell at each time
point (Table I) indicate that lobing events are prevalent
in early stages of growth and that lobing events slow
down at some point between 56 and 72 HAG. These
results are consistent with the conclusions of a previous
study (Zhang et al., 2011).

Additional scalar metric outputs from LobeFinder
also correlate with different phases of pavement cell
growth; however, they do not directly inform the gen-
eration of new lobes. Specifically, for example, the cir-
cularity of the individual cells decreases between the
two time points (Table II), likely due to the increased
expansion of lobes that are initiated primarily in the
first 2.5 d after germination. This would also explain the
observed decreases in the convexity (ratio of hull pe-
rimeter to cell perimeter) and solidity (ratio of hull area
to cell area) of pavement cells. Overall, the identifica-
tion of lobing events and the scalar metrics are consis-
tent with the existence of a permissive developmental
window for active lobe formation early in cotyledon
development.

Another output from LobeFinder that is useful for
cell analyses is a plot of the distance from the refined
hull to the cell boundary, which provides a graphical
representation of the magnitudes and directions of cell
shape change near the cell periphery. This is due to the
fact that, as lobes expand, their height and width
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increase, leading to corresponding changes in the
DTRH plots. At the distal tips of cell protrusions, the
DTRH is zero and corresponds to a lobe point of
the cell of interest in the LobeFinder output. The shape of
the cell boundary between lobes is captured by the con-
tour of the DTRH, which is at a local maximum at the
most concave position between lobes. Therefore, in a

time-lapse experiment, the DTRH plots reflect the local
growth behaviors of the adjacent protruding cell and the
shape change at the interface between the two cells. In
Figure 4, D to F, the DTRHwas plotted for each cell at the
two different time points. The position along the hull is
plotted on the x axis, and this is scaled to the hull length of
the initial time point to enable the DTRH values from

Figure 4. LobeFinder can be used to detect new lobes and quantify growth patterns in time-lapse images. A to C, Examples of raw
images of pavement cellswithmanually segmented cell shapes at three different intervals of cotyledon development. A, Pavement
cell at 38 (left) and 55 (right) HAG. B, Pavement cell at 48 (left) and 120 (right) HAG. C, Pavement cell at 72 (left) and 120 (right)
HAG. The blue boxes indicate the detection of new lobes and their location in the images and on the DTRH plots. D to F, DTRH
plots for pavement cells that were rescaled to their original size. The x axes of these plots are the scaled distance along the convex
hull perimeter at the two different time points to enable visual comparisons of similar relative positions along the cell boundary at
the two time points. The blue line is theDTRHat the initial time point, and the dotted green line is theDTRHat the final time point.
The time points in D to F correspond to those of A to C, respectively, and are shown in the legend for each plot. The blue dots and
red boxes on the x axis identify lobe locations in the initial and final time points, respectively. Bars = 20 mm.

Table I. Lobe number quantification for cotyledon pavement cells at different developmental stages using LobeFinder

For 38 to 55 HAG, n = 10 cells; for 48 to 120 HAG, n = 12 cells; and for 72 to 120 HAG, n = 12 cells.

Parameter
38 to 55 HAG 48 to 120 HAG 72 to 120 HAG

38 h 55 h 48 h 120 h 72 h 120 h

Averaged lobe number 9.60 6 2.68 12.10 6 2.99 8.27 6 2.89 10.87 6 2.59 11.17 6 2.89 11.67 6 2.46
Percentage with lobe initiation 80 93 33
Average new lobes per cell 2.50 6 2.46 2.60 6 1.68 0.50 6 2.07
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different time points to be compared at similar relative
positions along the hull perimeter. During the 72- to 120-
HAG interval (Fig. 4F), growth is highly symmetrical and
lobe initiation is rare (Zhang et al., 2011). The corre-
sponding DTRH plots were consistent with this result,
because the contours of the plots at the two time points
were highly symmetrical with well-aligned peaks. It is
important to note that the peak widths for the later time
points are compressed because the x axis is scaled.
However, as shown previously (Zhang et al., 2011),
pavement cell growth during this phase is not perfectly
symmetrical, and there were subregions of the DTRH
plots that were not symmetrical (Fig. 4F), indicating that
some localwarping of cell shape occurred during growth.
The paired DTRH plots for cells that form new lobes (Fig.
4, E and F) reflected a composite growth behavior. In
some regions of the cell-cell interface, growth appeared
symmetrical, with proportional increases in peak height
and width at similar relative positions. The DTRH plots
also revealed an obvious contribution of polarized growth
to the shape change, because new peaks were detected.
In addition, many of the peaks were shifted in position
along the hull perimeter, reflecting symmetry breaking
during lobe initiation and the accumulation of local
warping during the growth interval.

DISCUSSION

LobeFinder is a novel convex hull-based tool to
quantify the local boundary characteristics of a closed
geometric shape and identify key features such as
pavement cell lobes. The ability of LobeFinder to con-
sistently and accurately identify and position lobes
within a pavement cell is an important advance, be-
cause currently there is no reliable method to quantify
the convoluted shape of pavement cells. Manual defi-
nition of lobe number (Fu et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010) or a
feature such as the pavement cell neck width (the
shortest distance across the cell between two indenta-
tions; Lin et al., 2013) is subjective and variable. Varia-
tion in human scoring is amajor problem:we document
here significant variability in lobe number scoring, even
among well-trained individuals (Fig. 3, E and G). The
lack of standardized phenotyping methods can con-
tribute to differing conclusions regarding whether a
particular mutant has a pavement cell phenotype (Xu
et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2015). Manual cell scoring is also
time consuming. It requires careful inspection of the cell
boundary and the manual annotation of each feature in
the image file that is scored as a lobe. Skeletonization of

segmented, binary images of cells can identify pave-
ment cell protrusions (Staff et al., 2012), and in some
instances, it can be used to detect significant differences
between mutant and wild-type plants (Le et al., 2006).
However, the skeletonize technique is very inaccurate
and tends to miss approximately 40% of all lobes (Fig.
3G). LobeFinder has amuch greater accuracy compared
with the skeletonize method and performs with an ac-
curacy that is only achieved by averaging the votes of
several individuals with extensive experience in pave-
ment cell analysis (Fig. 3G).

The availability of an accurate method to directly
identify pavement cell lobes is important because scalar
shape descriptors such as circularity are sensitive to
multiple features of a cell geometry and do not contain
information on the local cell features that are most
useful for understanding cell growth behavior. For
example, differences between cells in their scalar
descriptors could reflect differences in lobe number,
reduced lobe expansion, or altered diffuse growth in the
midregion of the cells. This point is important because
it is often assumed that any mutant with a reduced
perimeter-to-area ratio has a lobe initiation defect.
LobeFinder directly analyzes the local geometry of the
cell and identifies lobes. In this regard, it is a powerful
phenotyping tool that can be used to compare popu-
lations of cells and cell shape over time. However, the
LobeFinder program is not perfect, and because of the
local shape and spacing thresholds that are used for
lobe detection, there are instances, most often along
extended domains of low curvature, in which false
positives occasionally are reported. Overall, Lobe-
Finder has great potential for the community, and we
anticipate that LobeFinder, provided as a user-friendly
program in MatLab (Supplemental Fig. S3), will allow
others to use this program to analyze mutants and ob-
jectively test for direct effects on lobe initiation.

A major advantage of LobeFinder is that it creates a
coordinate system to quantify local growth behaviors at
the interface of two cells. Alternative approaches to lobe
detection, such as quantification of the local curvature
of the cell perimeter using variation in the tangent to the
cell boundary as a function of cell perimeter, could
operate on splined images to identify regions of local
curvature that accurately identify lobes. However, this
strategy would not generate a coordinate system to
analyze growth. Here, we use LobeFinder and plots of
the DTRH in time-series data to illustrate a method to
quantify local growth behaviors of an irregularly shaped
cell (Fig. 4). For example, the DTRH plots could be

Table II. Cell shape descriptors of cells analyzed with LobeFinder

Feature
38 to 55 HAG 48 to 120 HAG 72 to 120 HAG

38 h 55 h 48 h 120 h 72 h 120 h

Circularity 0.60 6 0.09 0.46 6 0.11 0.62 6 0.10 0.49 6 0.11 0.45 6 0.13 0.42 6 0.12
Roundness 0.69 6 0.06 0.63 6 0.06 0.70 6 0.09 0.64 6 0.09 0.63 6 0.08 0.61 6 0.07
Convexity 0.93 6 0.04 0.85 6 0.07 0.94 6 0.03 0.87 6 0.06 0.84 6 0.10 0.82 6 0.10
Solidity 0.86 6 0.03 0.79 6 0.05 0.85 6 0.06 0.80 6 0.06 0.77 6 0.06 0.75 6 0.05
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analyzed further in time-lapse experiments to generate
spatial maps of how the magnitude and direction of
growth at the interface of two cells change. These plots
clearly indicate the timing, location, and pattern of
polarized growth along the interface of interdigitating
pavement cells. Importantly, these plots do not reveal
the subcellular patterns of growth that explain the
shape change. To solve this problem, convex hull-based
growth analysis coupled with the use of fiducial marks
on the cell wall to track growth patterns (Zhang et al.,
2011; Elsner et al., 2012; Staff et al., 2012) could provide
improved methods to analyze the subcellular hetero-
geneity in polarized growth. While this article was
being written, a report appeared in which externally
applied particles were used to track the growth patterns
of the outer wall in fields of developing pavement cells
(Armour et al., 2015). The utility of externally applied
particles to analyze the growth of the anticlinal wall is
uncertain. However, the combined use of DTRH plots,
high-density cell wall marking, and time-lapse imaging
has the potential to reveal how the polarized growth of
individual cells and cell clusters can operate at broader
spatial scales to dictate the growth patterns of leaf
sectors and even whole organs (Zhang et al., 2011;
Kuchen et al., 2012; Remmler and Rolland-Lagan,
2012).

LobeFinder also has immediate applications in terms
of more quantitatively dissecting the molecular control
of lobe initiation. Hull-based methods and the DTRH
plots establish a perimeter coordinate system onto
which the temporal and spatial patterns of lobe for-
mation can be graphed (Fig. 4). This is a boon for further
analysis, such as the correlation of spatial geometric
features with the localization of the cell wall and in-
tracellular signaling and structural factors that are
believed to control symmetry breaking. Specifically,
LobeFinder can provide the convex hull coordinate
system to test for correlations between the local accu-
mulation of proteins such as auxin efflux carriers (Fu
et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010) or microtubules (Panteris
et al., 1993; Qiu et al., 2002; Panteris and Galatis, 2005;
Ambrose et al., 2007; Kirik et al., 2007; Zhang et al.,
2011) and lobe initiation. In this manner, an array of
GFP-tagged proteins can be tested to determine those
whose localization and activity at the cell cortex specify
symmetry-breaking events.

Currently, the greatest limitation for LobeFinder is
that it operates on cell coordinates from manually
segmented cells. Manual segmentation is a reliable, but
time-consuming, process, presenting a major bottle-
neck for high-throughput phenotyping. As discussed
previously, the use of individual, segmented cells also
makes it impossible to distinguish between type I and
type II lobes, which complicates one’s ability to test
for alterative genetic control mechanisms and differing
contributions of the lobe types to cell expansion. The
obvious solution is an automated cell segmentation
program that accurately extracts cell boundary coor-
dinates and marks three-way cell wall junctions in the
data set. Currently, there is no existing segmentation

method to accurately extract pavement cell coordinates
from fields of cells and track three-way junctions.
However, the development of watershed-based cell
segmentation coupled with user-guided validation in a
program like CellECT (Delibaltov et al., 2016) has the
potential to be integrated with LobeFinder to create a
more robust and efficient cell analysis pipeline.

We show here that LobeFinder is an effective new
tool for pavement cell phenotyping and growth anal-
ysis. We believe that this algorithm has a broader utility
for the quantification of many lobed cell types (Panteris
and Galatis, 2005) and the analysis of objects with
closed and highly irregular geometric shapes at any
spatial scale. For example, there is great interest in the
quantitative analysis of leaf shape, and the complex
boundary shapes of many types of leaves could be an-
alyzed with LobeFinder. In this context, LobeFinder,
could complement other leaf shape analysis programs
like LeafProcessor (Backhaus et al., 2010). Similar hull-
based methods could operate on projected images of
shoots and roots to analyze whole-plant architecture
over time. We also believe that LobeFinder could have
broad applications in other fields, such as human medi-
cine and environmental science. For example, the pro-
gression of irregularly shaped tumors could be quantified
over time and correlated with other features such as
tumor location or drug treatment regimes. The local
spatial dynamics of spreading plumes of contamination,
floods, and the retraction of glaciers could be similarly
analyzed and tested for cross correlations with any
variable of interest. Our efforts will focus on the use and
integration of LobeFinder within a completely auto-
mated image-analysis platform, with the goal of accel-
erating discovery in the field of leaf morphogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Annotation and Use of the LobeFinder Program

TorunLobeFinder, start an instanceofMatLabon theworkstation (PC,MAC,
or Linux) and change theworking directory to the install location of LobeFinder.
The script and all functions that make up LobeFinder are located in oneMatLab
m-file: LobeFinder_GUI.m. To run LobeFinder, first create a directory to which
all regions of interest (ROIs) of cell perimeter coordinates obtained by manual
segmentation are saved. Start the LobeFinder GUI by typing LobeFinder_GUI
at the MatLab workspace prompt and, Enter. . This will open an instance of
the LobeFinder GUI in a separate window (Supplemental Fig. S3). To import
files, click on the Open Folder button to select the folder that contains the ROI
files. At this point, one can select the checkboxes for the types of data output
files to be generated (CSV, Figures, or MatLab file) as well as the resolution of
the images from which the ROIs were extracted. Once the folder and options
have been selected, click on the Run button to start the ROI processing. The total
number of ROI files being processed will be shown in the image number box on
the GUI. To view the results from the LobeFinder processing, select the image
number from the image number box. This will populate the GUI with the
measured parameters as well as an image of the refined hull, the cell boundary,
identified lobe points, and DTRH plot. Moving the cursor over the perimeter of
the cell will allow its corresponding position on the DTRH plot to be seen.
Depending on the output options selected, a new folder in the directory of
LobeFinder will be created ([Output]_NameOfInputFolder) with up to three
folders (CSV, FIG_cell, and FIG_dtrh). The CSV folder contains one MatLab
mat-file Lobe_result.mat, which contains all results and geometric scalar
properties for each ROI in the directory, a CellDescriptors.csv file containing all
single-value measurements such as area, perimeter, etc. for all ROIs, and
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individual DTRH_[nameOfROI] files containing xy values for DTRH plots.
FIG_cell and FIG_dtrh folders will contain images of cells and DTRH plots as
displayed in the LobeFinder GUI. ROILobeFinder is available for download at
the Dryad Digital Repository (http://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.cs78t).

Plant Material and Growth Conditions

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) seeds were grown on one-half-strength
Murashige and Skoog medium with 1% Suc and 0.8% Bacto agar under con-
stant illumination at 22°C. Seedswere treatedwith a 6-h light pulse, cold treated
for 3 d, and then placed in the growth chamber. Germination was checked 36 h
after plating, and only seedlings with a barely visible radicles were used for
further analysis.

Time-Lapse Imaging of Lobe Initiation

For time-point imaging, cell outlines were detected using a tubulin:GFP
marker for data sets 2 and 3 as described previously (Zhang et al., 2011). For data
set 1, from 38 to 55 HAG, 10 cells were analyzed. For data set 2, from 48 to
120 HAG, 12 cells were analyzed. For data set 3, from 72 to 120 HAG, 12 cell
were analyzed. For data set 1, the PIN7:GFP (Blilou et al., 2005) plasma mem-
brane marker was used. The seedlings were mounted in water using a petro-
leum jelly gasket to form a chambered microscope slide. After initial imaging,
the slides were returned to the growth chamber until the next imaging session.
Samples were imaged using a Bio-Rad 2100 laser scanning confocal microscope
mounted on a Nikon Eclipse E800 stand. Images were obtained with a 603 1.2
numerical aperture water objective. Samples were excited with a 488-nm laser,
and fluorescence signal was collected using a 490-nm long-pass dichroic and a
500- to 550-nm band-pass emission filter. Selected planes from confocal image
stacks were converted to maximum intensity projects and were traced with the
polygon selection tool in FIJI 4.0 (Schindelin et al., 2012). The coordinates from
the ROIs from the manually segmented cells were used as the input for Lobe-
Finder.

Supplemental Data

The following supplemental materials are available.

Supplemental Figure S1. Examples of raw confocal images of pavement
cells and skeletonization results for the 15 cells that were used to vali-
date LobeFinder.

Supplemental Figure S2. Sensitivity and accuracy analysis of LobeFinder
performance.

Supplemental Figure S3. Snapshot of the graphical user interface of Lobe-
Finder.

Supplemental Table S1. Morphological properties of pavement cells mea-
sured using LobeFinder.
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The leaf epidermis is a biomechanical shell that influences the size and shape of the organ. Its morphogenesis is a multiscale
process in which nanometer-scale cytoskeletal protein complexes, individual cells, and groups of cells pattern growth and define
macroscopic leaf traits. Interdigitated growth of neighboring cells is an evolutionarily conserved developmental strategy.
Understanding how signaling pathways and cytoskeletal proteins pattern cell walls during this form of tissue morphogenesis is
an important research challenge. The cellular and molecular control of a lobed cell morphology is currently thought to involve
PIN-FORMED (PIN)-type plasma membrane efflux carriers that generate subcellular auxin gradients. Auxin gradients were
proposed to function across cell boundaries to encode stable offset patterns of cortical microtubules and actin filaments between
adjacent cells. Many models suggest that long-lived microtubules along the anticlinal cell wall generate local cell wall
heterogeneities that restrict local growth and specify the timing and location of lobe formation. Here, we used Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana) reverse genetics and multivariate long-term time-lapse imaging to test current cell shape control models.
We found that neither PIN proteins nor long-lived microtubules along the anticlinal wall predict the patterns of lobe formation.
In fields of lobing cells, anticlinal microtubules are not correlated with cell shape and are unstable at the time scales of cell
expansion. Our analyses indicate that anticlinal microtubules have multiple functions in pavement cells and that lobe initiation is
likely controlled by complex interactions among cell geometry, cell wall stress patterns, and transient microtubule networks that
span the anticlinal and periclinal walls.

Plant leaves are thin, mechanically durable organs.
Their size and shape influence the efficiency of photo-
synthetic light capture and strongly influence crop
yield (Zhu et al., 2010). The growth properties of the

leaf epidermis can influence the morphology of the
organ (Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2007); therefore, there is
a strong desire to understand how the division and
growth of epidermal cells contribute to polarized
growth at the level of tissues and organs. In the plant
kingdom, an undulating cell shape is commonly gen-
erated in the leaf epidermis as polyhedral cells exit the
cell division cycle and undergo an extended phase of
polarized expansion (Panteris et al., 1993; Panteris and
Galatis, 2005; Andriankaja et al., 2012). Interdigitated
growth may give the leaf mechanical stability (Onoda
et al., 2015; Sahaf and Sharon, 2016) and/or influence
polarized growth at spatial scales that extend beyond
that of individual cells (Elsner et al., 2012; Remmler and
Rolland-Lagan, 2012).

The biomechanics of the lobing process is complex.
As in all other plant cell types, turgor pressure provides
the driving force for pavement cell morphogenesis, and
the physical connectivity of adjacent cells strongly in-
fluences the resulting mechanical stresses in the cell
wall (Szymanski, 2014). For example, mechanical sim-
ulations of the pavement cell wall predict that tension
forces are maximal on the unpaired outer periclinal
(parallel to the leaf surface) wall and at the interface of
the periclinal and anticlinal (perpendicular to the leaf
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surface) walls (Sampathkumar et al., 2014). These forces
and the geometry of the cell likely contribute to the
patterns of growth in lobed cells.
The molecular and biomechanical mechanisms that

control lobe initiation are poorly understood. The direc-
tions and rates of plant cell expansion are determined by
the mechanical properties of the cell wall (Baskin, 2005;
Szymanski and Cosgrove, 2009; Cosgrove, 2016), and
local modulation of the cellulose microfibril network is a
central feature of all pavement cell growth models
(Fu et al., 2005; Panteris and Galatis, 2005; Szymanski,
2014). Cellulose microfibrils are highly anisotropic with
considerable tensile strength; as a result, bundles of
aligned fibers in the cell wall can resist strain most
effectively parallel to the fiber network and promote
orthogonal strain (Baskin, 2005). Clear thresholds for
microfibril alignment can explain the highly anisotropic
strain of leaf trichomes (Yanagisawa et al., 2015).
In leaf epidermal pavement cells that already possess

a lobed morphology, the correlation between the pres-
ence of microtubule bundles and a local convex shape is
widespread in the plant kingdom (Panteris and Galatis,
2005). Localization analyses of lobed cells inmany plant
species detected clusters of anticlinal microtubules and
adjacent regions of increased cellulose content at or
near convex regions of the cell (Wernicke and Jung,
1992; Panteris et al., 1993; Kotzer andWasteneys, 2006).
Given that microtubules can pattern cellulose microfi-
bril deposition (Paradez et al., 2006) and the correlation
of anticlinal microtubules with convex regions of the
lobed cells, a common idea is that anticlinal microtu-
bules persist locally earlier in pavement cell morpho-
genesis and define lobe initiation sites.
Local regions of perpendicularly oriented microfi-

brils in the anticlinal wall have been proposed to lo-
cally resist strain and generate protrusions at adjacent
cortical domains (Fu et al., 2005). However, longitu-
dinal alignment of microtubules along the anticlinal
wall is a permissive arrangement for transverse
elongation of the anticlinal wall in the plane of the
epidermis. For example, longitudinally aligned mi-
crotubules are observed not only at the convex region
of lobes but also along the growing flanks and tips of
pavement cell protrusions (Qiu et al., 2002; Zhang
et al., 2011). An alternative model proposes that this
arrangement of microtubules and microfibrils could
enable increased local strain to accommodate the
polarized expansion of both cells at the lobing inter-
face (Szymanski, 2014). Stable anticlinal microtubules
also are proposed to generate cell wall thickenings
that locally resist strain during lobe formation
(Panteris and Galatis, 2005). Thickened cell wall pads
are present at or near the interface of the anticli-
nal and periclinal walls in lobed epidermal cells of
many species (Panteris et al., 1994); however, to our
knowledge, cell wall thickness gradients have not
been detected throughout the entire height of the
anticlinal wall, and similar cell wall pads or anticlinal
thickenings have not been reported in Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana).

Periclinal microtubules frequently splay out from
anticlinal microtubule bundles (Panteris et al., 1993,
1994). These splayed microtubules may be part of a
transfacial network of microtubules and cellulose fibers
that are proposed to generate local anisotropic strain
and drive lobe initiation (Panteris and Galatis, 2005;
Szymanski, 2014). Because stable anticlinal microtu-
bules figure prominently in all current morphogenesis
models, this article focuses primarily on their behaviors
as a function of lobe formation.

Arabidopsis has been used as a genetic system to
analyze the molecular mechanisms of lobe formation
and leaf epidermal morphogenesis. Dozens of mutants
that affect the microtubule, actin, and cell wall systems
cause pavement cell shape defects (Wasteneys and
Galway, 2003; Buschmann and Lloyd, 2008; Fujita et al.,
2013; Jacques et al., 2014). In the cotyledon, pavement
cell morphogenesis is more synchronous compared
with leaves (Tsukaya et al., 1994). Using time-lapse
imaging, it was shown that lobe initiation is not a
continuous iterative process during cell expansion. In-
stead, it occurs predominantly during a permissive
phase of seedling development up to ;2 d after ger-
mination (DAG; Zhang et al., 2011; Armour et al., 2015;
Wu et al., 2016). Subsequently, the pavement cells ex-
pand for days and increase in area largely independent
of lobe initiation (Zhang et al., 2011; Armour et al., 2015;
Wu et al., 2016). In highly lobed pavement cells,
anticlinal microtubules often are concentrated at the
convex region of the cell (Wasteneys et al., 1997;
Zhang et al., 2011), and this microtubule arrangement
may reflect the ability of the microtubule network to
maintain polarized lobe outgrowth and rearrange in
response to local cell geometry and the predicted
patterns of cell wall stress (Sampathkumar et al., 2014).
Transverse microtubules within expanding lobes
(concave cell domain) also may pattern microfibrils to
reinforce highly polarized lobe outgrowth.

A Rho of Plants (ROP)- (Fu et al., 2005) and auxin-
(Xu et al., 2010) centric cell shape control model pro-
poses that polarized subcellular distributions of the
PIN-FORMED1 (PIN1) auxin efflux carrier and extra-
cellular AUXIN-BINDING PROTEIN1 (ABP1) generate
staggered cortical domains of actin filaments and mi-
crotubule bundles that pattern lobe initiation. This
model has been challenged by a recently generated null
allele of ABP1 that had no pavement cell phenotype
(Gao et al., 2015). In this article, we describe a broader
genetic analysis of the proposed auxin signaling net-
work and demonstrate that there is no clear evidence
for PIN-based control of lobe initiation.

A recent study analyzedmicrotubule localization as a
function of lobe initiation and concluded that micro-
tubules are stable features that mark lobe initiation sites
(Armour et al., 2015). However, this analysis relied on
imaging microtubules at a single time point before lobe
initiation and lacked a plasma membrane marker to
closely monitor the cell boundary. This latter technical
issue made it difficult to detect subtle cell wall defor-
mations that reflect the earliest events during lobe
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formation. To more carefully analyze the ability of an-
ticlinal microtubules to predict lobe initiation sites, we
conducted long-term quantitative analyses of anticlinal
microtubules and cell shape using two-color 3D imag-
ing.We found that, in fields of cells that are competent to
form lobes, microtubules are neither long-lived struc-
tures that predict sites of lobe initiation nor do they
define specific sites of localized anticlinal cell wall
thickening. Our data indicate that the anticlinal mi-
crotubules have multiple functions in lobing pave-
ment cells, and the subset that controls lobe initiation
remains unknown. We did detect cortical locations
with persistent anticlinal microtubules, and our data
suggest that tissue geometry and cell wall stress pat-
terns may play important roles in patterning the mi-
crotubule cytoskeleton.

RESULTS

Genetic Analysis of the Plasma Membrane-Localized PINs

PIN1 is a central player in a current model of pave-
ment cell shape control (Xu et al., 2010). To confirm this
result, we analyzed the pavement cell phenotype of the
pin1-1 null mutant (Sawchuk et al., 2013). The proposed
PIN signaling pathway has reported phenotypes in
both cotyledons and true leaves (Fu et al., 2009; Xu
et al., 2010). We primarily used the cotyledon system
here because the cell types, shape change, and genetic
control mechanisms are indistinguishable from those
of leaves, and the confounding effect of patchy cell
division is minimized. We analyzed pin1-1 plants for
pavement cell shape defects at 2, 5, and 10 DAG (Fig. 1);
10 DAG is the terminal phenotype at which cotyledon
expansion ceases (Qiu et al., 2002). We used the recently
described LobeFinder algorithm to measure cell shape

and count lobes because it eliminates the unavoidable
variability in lobe number scoring among individuals
(Wu et al., 2016).

At 2 DAG, the number of lobes per cell was slightly
higher in pin1-1 compared with the wild type (Table I).
However, this difference was not statistically significant
later in development, as the lobe number of pin1-1 and
the wild type were indistinguishable at 5 and 10 DAG.
Circularity is a dimensionless shape descriptor based on
normalized cell perimeter-to-area ratios, with a circle
having a circularity of 1. Circularity values decrease for
wild-type cells as they adopt a more convoluted shape,
and there were no differences between pin1-1 and the
wild type at any developmental stage (Table I). The
pavement cells in the midblade of pin1-1 and wild-type
leaveswere very similar in size and shape (Supplemental
Fig. S1), indicating that PIN1 had little or no effect on
pavement cell lobing. This unexpected result prompted
us to analyze the expression pattern of PIN1 in pavement
cells that were undergoing lobe initiation using a vali-
dated live cell probe.

PIN1 was reported to have a polarized localization
in lobes following microprojectile bombardment and
transient overexpression (Xu et al., 2010; Guo et al.,
2015). To analyze the expression pattern and localiza-
tion of PIN1 in cotyledon pavement cells, we imaged
PIN1::PIN1-GFP (Benková et al., 2003) using spinning
disk confocal microscopy. In living cells, PIN1 signal
was not detected in 2-DAG pavement cells (Fig. 2A),
but it was highly expressed in root cortex as described
previously (Yan et al., 2013). In young leaves that
contain polyhedral pavement cells that were tran-
sitioning to polarized growth, PIN1 was expressed
along the leaf margin, but not in other fields of pave-
ment cells that were presumably in the process of lobe
formation (Supplemental Fig. S2). These genetic and

Figure 1. Pavement cells from pin1-1 null
mutants are indistinguishable from wild-
type (WT) cells. Representative images of
wild-type (top) and pin1-1 (bottom) cotyle-
don pavement cells are shown. The time
points at which the seedlings were imaged
are labeled at top. Bars = 50 mm.
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gene expression results indicated that PIN1 does not
affect cell morphogenesis in the cotyledon and leaf ep-
idermis.
We wanted to test the possibility that other plasma

membrane-localized PIN proteins were involved in the
process of lobe formation. The PIN family consists of

eight proteins that can be subdivided into two major
groups. The distinguishing characteristic of the group
termed long PINs is a large hydrophobic loop (PIN1–
PIN4, PIN6, and PIN7). The second group lacks this
hydrophobic loop and is termed short PINs (PIN5 and
PIN8). Short PINs appear to localize to the endoplasmic
reticulum (Zazímalová et al., 2010). Of the long PINs,
PIN6 localizes to the endoplasmic reticulummembrane
as well (Sawchuk et al., 2013). PIN2 is implicated in the
gravitropism response and is expressed primarily in
the root and the hypocotyl (Wi�sniewska et al., 2006).
PIN4 is expressed very weakly in the seedling epider-
mis and is a candidate pavement cell shape regulator
(Zádníková et al., 2010). The expression patterns of
PIN3 (Zádníková et al., 2010), PIN4, and PIN7 in the
epidermis were tested directly. We found that all three
PINs were expressed and plasma membrane localized
in cotyledon pavement cells (Fig. 2B) and the root (Fig.
2C). We tested selected combinations of pin mutants
for cell shape defects in 10-DAG pavement cells
(Supplemental Fig. S3). The number of lobes per cell

Table I. Population-level analyses of cell area and shape in pin1-1 and
wild-type pavement cells at 2, 5, and 10 DAG

Values are means 6 SD. Asterisks indicate significant statistical dif-
ferences from the wild type at the same DAG by Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney test (P , 0.05). n $ 44.

Time Genotype Area Circularity Lobes

mm2

2 DAG pin1-1 1,428 6 389 0.46 6 0.09* 11 6 2*
Wild type 1,447 6 481 0.49 6 0.07 10 6 2*

5 DAG pin1-1 4,389 6 2,615* 0.29 6 0.08 16 6 3
Wild type 5,290 6 2,452* 0.32 6 0.09 16 6 3

10 DAG pin1-1 11,956 6 5,045 0.22 6 0.07 17 6 4
Wild type 10,111 6 4,641 0.24 6 0.07 16 6 4

Figure 2. PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7, but not PIN1, are expressed in expanding cotyledon pavement cells. A, PIN1 is expressed in root
cells but not in 2-DAG cotyledon pavement cells. B, PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 are expressed in 2-DAG cotyledon pavement cells. C,
Expression of PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 in the root cortex. FM4-64 was used to visualize the plasma membrane when necessary.
Bars = 50 mm.
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were not significantly different for the single, double,
and triple pin mutants (Table II). The pin quadruple
mutant pin1;3;4;7 had a slightly reduced lobe number
that was statistically significant; however, cell area was
reduced nearly by a factor of 2 in this dwarfed qua-
druple mutant, so the lobe per cell ratio was much
higher than that of the wild type. The circularity of the
pin quadruple pavement cells was higher than in the
wild type, indicating that the degree of lobe outgrowth
was affected, but not lobe initiation. In addition, the leaf
pavement cells of the pin quadruple mutant were
highly lobed (Supplemental Fig. S1). Our analyses in-
dicated that plasma membrane PINs promote cell ex-
pansion, but they are not necessary for lobe formation
in cotyledon and leaf pavement cells. We also failed to
detect a phenotype for ric4 (Table II; Supplemental Fig.
S3), a proposed effector of ROP signaling in the PIN
signaling network (Fu et al., 2005) that was placed in an
actin-dependent pathway (Table II). To validate the use
of LobeFinder as a useful tool to detect lobe number
phenotypes, we conducted a similar analysis on the
ARP2/3 complex mutant distorted2 (dis2)/arpc2, which
has a reported small reduction in lobe number com-
paredwith the wild type (El-Din El-Assal et al., 2004; Le
et al., 2006). LobeFinder could reveal a significantly
reduced lobe number in dis2 (Table II; Supplemental
Fig. S3). The results we present here are consistent
with the negative results on ABP1 (Gao et al., 2015) and
indicate that auxin efflux carriers do not control lobe
initiation.

Development of an Image-Analysis Pipeline to Test for
Correlations between Anticlinal Microtubule Behaviors
and Lobe Initiation

We shifted our analysis to microtubule localization
along the anticlinal wall as a function of lobe formation.
Existing genetic and pharmacological data indicate that
microtubules are involved in lobe formation (Burk
et al., 2001; Whittington et al., 2001; Qiu et al., 2002; El-
Din El-Assal et al., 2004; Ambrose et al., 2007; Armour
et al., 2015); however, the details of how microtubules
pattern the cell are under debate (Panteris and Galatis,
2005; Xu et al., 2010; Szymanski, 2014). A growth re-
striction model for lobe initiation includes a component
in which anticlinal microtubule bundles persist for ex-
tended periods of time prior to a symmetry-breaking
event generating local cell wall thickening, and this
local thickening resists strain and leads to adjacent cell
outgrowth and lobe initiation (Panteris and Galatis,
2005). In Arabidopsis, an initial growth restriction
model was driven largely by the detection of anticlinal
microtubule bundles at the convex regions of lobed cell
types (Fu et al., 2002). To our knowledge, the article of
Armour et al. (2015) is the only one to attempt to image
microtubules in the same cell prior to and after lobe
formation. They concluded that stable anticlinal mi-
crotubules predict lobe initiation sites. However, as
mentioned above, this study had limited sampling
and statistical analyses of microtubules prior to lobe

formation. In addition, the cell boundary was inferred
based on the cytosolic signal of the microtubule marker,
raising doubts about the accuracy with which lobe ini-
tiation was detected. In our time-lapse imaging studies,
we immediately noticed that anticlinal microtubules
were quite transient. Therefore, we initiated a new ap-
proach in which long-term time-lapse imaging of anti-
clinal microtubules and the plasma membrane-localized
protein was quantitatively analyzed to test for correla-
tions between microtubule localization in the anticlinal
cortex and cell shape change.

The first step was to develop methods to enable two-
channel 3D imaging over the time scales of 6 to 16 h to
capture lobe initiation events. The 1.5-DAG seedlings
expressing both PIP2:mCherry (Nelson et al., 2007) and
GFP:TUB6 (Abe et al., 2004; Abe and Hashimoto, 2005)
weremounted in a chambered slide and imaged hourly,
which allowed us to capture the;300-nm cell boundary
deformations without bleaching the microtubules (Fig.
3; Supplemental Movies S1 and S2). Our time-lapse
imaging protocol did not adversely affect cell expan-
sion, because the areal strain rates of individual pave-
ment cells ranged from 5.2% to 9.6% per hour. These
values were comparable to previously reported rates for
pavement cells at the early growth stages (Zhang et al.,
2011; Elsner et al., 2012; Armour et al., 2015). Segments
are defined here as the shared cell wall between two
three-way cell wall junctions, and their shapewas traced
manually at the junction of outer periclinalwalls and the
anticlinal wall.

The next challengewas to create amethod to quantify
the timing and location of a lobe initiation event within
a cell segment. The LobeFinder algorithm serves this
purpose (Wu et al., 2016); however, it operates on
closed geometric shapes. Using the findpeaks algo-
rithm inMatlab on these segments, we found that lobes
began as very small but persistent local deflections in
the cell boundary that became progressively larger
(Supplemental Fig. S4). Three example segments at the
beginning and end of the time lapse are shown within
the cell field (Fig. 4, A and B), and the corresponding
segmented images of the cell-cell boundary are dis-
played in Figure 4C. Lobe initiation events were de-
fined as local prominence peaks of at least 286 nm or

Table II. Cell area and shape quantification of pin1, pin3, pin4, and
pin7 mutant combinations and ric4-2

Values are means 6 SD. Asterisks indicate significant statistical dif-
ferences between the null mutant line and the wild type by Wilcoxon-
Mann-Whitney test (P , 0.05). n $ 44; n = 16 for ric4-2.

Genotype Area Circularity Lobes

mm2

Wild type 10,111 6 4,641 0.24 6 0.07 16 6 4
pin3 6,839 6 3,177* 0.26 6 0.08 16 6 4
pin3;7 8,671 6 5,543 0.28 6 0.10 15 6 4
pin3;4;7 7,834 6 4,109* 0.22 6 0.07 17 6 4
pin1;3;4;7 4,797 6 1,718* 0.33 6 0.08* 15 6 3*
ric4-2 5,169 6 1,441* 0.26 6 0.05 15 6 2
dis2 9,098 6 3,143 0.43 6 0.12* 11 6 4*
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one pixel that persisted in subsequent images. Using
such a small deviation to call an event was valid, be-
cause spurious lobes were not identified and all the
features detected using this method expanded into
easily recognizable lobes at later time points (Fig. 4C,
segments II and III). With this algorithm, 86% (n = 29) of
the lobes were detected continuously after their first
appearance. For the other identified lobes, severe local
warping within an adjacent region of the segment
distorted the cell boundary in a way that the new lobe
was still present but fell below our detection thresh-
old momentarily (Supplemental Fig. S5; Supplemental
Movie S3). This severe localized warping must include
uneven lateral expansion rates along the anticlinal wall.
This growth behavior invalidates a major assumption
of uniform anticlinal wall expansion that was used to
create a strain model to explain lobe initiation (Armour
et al., 2015).
Based on this lobe detection method, we scored seg-

ments as either those that formed new lobes (lobing) or
as those that were already lobed and failed to initiate
any additional features (lobed; Fig. 3, A and C). In our
time-lapse images, we observed segments in which an
existing lobe(s) increased in height and width (Fig. 4C,
segment I), relatively straight segments that produced
one or more new lobes (Fig. 4C, segment II), and al-
ready lobed segments that produced additional lobes
(Fig. 4C, segment III). In agreement with previous re-
ports (Zhang et al., 2011; Elsner et al., 2012; Armour
et al., 2015), we found that different segments of the

same cells undergo very different types of shape change
behaviors (Supplemental Movie S1, segments 3, 4, and
6). The geometric features of a cell segment that influ-
ence the probability that a new lobe will form are not
known. There is evidence for a minimal lobe-spacing
rule (Staff et al., 2012) and a weak correlation between
the initial segment length and the probability of lobe
formation (Wu et al., 2016). As expected, we found that
lobes could form on segments with varying initial ge-
ometries; however, new lobes did not form within re-
cently formed lobes. Instead, initiation tended to occur
between an existing lobe and a three-way cell wall
junction. This does not necessarily reflect direct inhibi-
tion within existing lobes. For example, the cytoskeletal
polarizations, cell wall modifications, and geometric
transformations that occur as the lobe expands may
make the structure insensitive to the forces and/or
signaling activities that promote lobe initiation.

In order to graph segment shape from the same cell
over time, their Euclidian distances were normalized
from 0 to 1 and the cell boundary features, termed lobe
height, were plotted as a function of vertical distance
from the cell edge to the line that connected the two
three-way junctions (Fig. 4D). The absolute value of
lobe height was plotted as a function of position along
the segment, so that convex features of both cells at the
segment interface could be captured and eventually
compared with microtubule distributions (Fig. 4E). We
restricted our cell shape-microtubule cross-correlation
analyses to protrusions that crossed the baseline and
allowed us to detect the convex regions of both cells.
The full time course of shape change of segment III in-
cludes the expansion of existing lobes and the appear-
ance of new features over time (Fig. 4F).

Quantification of Anticlinal Microtubule Positions
over Time

Because anticlinal microtubules are a central com-
ponent to all existing models of lobe initiation (Fu et al.,
2005; Panteris and Galatis, 2005; Szymanski, 2014), in-
cluding the auxin-based patterning model (Xu et al.,
2010), we focused primarily on the localization and
persistence of microtubules in the anticlinal cell wall.
Current models predict that anticlinal microtubules are
expected to accumulate at defined locations prior to
lobe formation and persist at the apex of convex sur-
faces along the cell segment interface. Therefore, we set
out to test for long-lived anticlinal microtubules at
cortical locations that would give rise to future lobes.
We developed methods to quantify the locations and
persistence of anticlinal microtubules over extended
periods of time for which high-resolution data also
were available for cell shape. We were able to obtain
high-quality images of anticlinal microtubules along
the anticlinal wall using the validated GFP:TUB6
(Abe et al., 2004; Abe and Hashimoto, 2005) live cell
microtubule marker (Fig. 5, A–C). Quantification of
microtubule signals from a face-down view is possible

Figure 3. Pavement cell shape change at high temporal and spatial reso-
lution. A andB, Example image field at time point 1 (A) and time point 11 (B)
;9h later. For full time lapse, see SupplementalMovie S1.CandD, Example
image field at time point 1 (C) and timepoint 11 (D);10 h later. For full time
lapse, see Supplemental Movie S2. Yellow labels are defined as segments
that produce a new lobe(s). White labels are defined as lobed segments that
grow but do not have a symmetry-breaking event. Bars = 10 mm.
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(Armour et al., 2015); however, from this perspective,
weak microtubule signals are missed and information
about their orientation is lost. Therefore, we resliced the
image stack through the x-y planes in the region of in-
terest and quantified signals along the x-z plane, using
face-on views of the anticlinal microtubules (Fig. 5, B
and C). The microtubule signals along the anticlinal
walls were summed as a function of position along
the segment perimeter (Fig. 5C) at each time point,
and their signal intensity was normalized from 0 to
1 (Fig. 5D). An example time-lapse movie of anticlinal
microtubules in Figure 5 is provided as Supplemental
Movie S4. Summing microtubule signals along the
length of the anticlinal wall perimeter did not cause
excessive peak broadening because they were oriented
orthogonally to the leaf surface (Supplemental Fig. S6).
This allowed us to plot microtubule signals in the cortex
of the anticlinal surface as a function of location and
time (Fig. 5E). At each time point, the heat map reflects
the relative height, shape, and position of the microtu-
bule peaks.

Anticlinal Microtubules Are Not Stable Structures That
Predict the Sites of Lobe Initiation

It was immediately apparent that anticlinal micro-
tubules were not strictly linked with the patterns of cell
shape change. Microtubules were broadly distributed
along the segment length at a given time point (Fig. 5E).
The anticlinal microtubules were not stable features in
the cortex, as the same peakwas rarely if ever present in

the subsequent image (Fig. 5E; Supplemental Movie
S4). This broad localization and temporal instability of
anticlinal microtubules were consistent among a pop-
ulation of lobing and lobed segments (Supplemental
Figs. S7 and S8, respectively). Example images of the
anticlinal microtubules are shown for each segment.
These results strongly suggested that anticlinal micro-
tubules or microtubule bundles are not stable features
that predict lobe initiation and that they are not
restricted to most convex regions of the cell cortex.
The observed broad distribution of microtubules along
the anticlinal wall suggests that microtubules are po-
lymerized and depolymerized along extended convex
regions of the cell and also is consistent with previous
reports that showed that anticlinal microtubules also
reside within the concave region of protruding lobes
(Qiu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2011).

To more quantitatively analyze microtubule signals
as a function of cell shape, we tested for cross correla-
tions between cell shape (Fig. 4F) and microtubule
signals (Fig. 5E) that were plotted on a common coor-
dinate system. As mentioned above, we conducted this
analysis without knowing inwhich cell themicrotubule
signals originated. This uncertainty stems from the
fact that the thickness of the anticlinal cell wall is below
the resolution of the light microscope, and even with
the plasma membrane markers, we cannot clearly as-
sign a microtubule to a particular cell. This technical
issue exists for any study that analyzes anticlinal mi-
crotubules using live cell imaging. Bombardment of a
microtubule marker into individual cotyledon pave-
ment cells is possible, but by the time expression levels

Figure 4. Development of a method to quantify the timing and location of lobe initiation in pavement cell segments that span
three-way cell junctions. A and B, Live-cell images of the cell boundaries at time points 1 and 11, respectively. The total elapsed
time between these two images is 9.8 h. Bar = 20 mm. C, Segmented cell boundaries illustrating different types of wall reshaping
that occur in developing cells. Yellow boxes label the time points and locations of new lobe formation. Red and green segments
correspond to the segments shown in A and B, respectively. D, A plot of lobe height defined as the orthogonal distance from the
cell boundary to a reference line that connects the two three-way junctions. E, Absolute value of the lobe height in D color coded
with a heat map to reflect differing lobe height along the segment length. F, Heat map of lobe height of segment III as a function of
normalized segment length (x axis) over time (y axis). The red star shows new lobe formation.
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are detectable, the cells rarely initiate new lobes (Zhang
et al., 2011). Another way to assign anticlinal microtu-
bules to a particular cell is to trace the anticlinal mi-
crotubules from the anticlinal to the periclinal cell face
of the occupied cell. However, our imaging setup was
optimized to collect data as deeply as possible without
saturating the signals from the anticlinal microtubules.
We could not reliably trace microtubules back to an
origin at the anticlinal cell face. This is not completely
due to artifacts of poor image quality, as close inspec-
tion of the image stacks made it clear that many strong
microtubule signals along the anticlinal cell face (Fig.
5C; Supplemental Movie S4) clearly terminated at the
interface with the periclinal wall. It has been shown
previously that only subsets of anticlinal microtubules
in later stage cotyledon pavement cells are associated
with a periclinal array (Zhang et al., 2011).
Nonetheless, the technical limitation of not knowing

the cell of origin for the microtubule does not preclude a
statistical test of the growth control model in which an-
ticlinal microtubules are stable cortical landmarks that
predict and mark lobe initiation sites (Fu et al., 2005;
Panteris and Galatis, 2005; Armour et al., 2015). In this
scenario, anticlinal microtubules should always localize
to cortical regions that become convex regions of the cell
and persist at the extreme convex regions of the cell after
lobe formation. The extreme convex regions of the cell
were accurately quantified in our lobe height heat maps
(Fig. 4E) and allowed us to test for this expected corre-
lation. We conducted Pearson cross-correlation analyses
of microtubule signals and cell shape in seven lobing
(Supplemental Fig. S7) and five lobed (Supplemental
Fig. S8) segments. As expected, the overall Pearson cor-
relation coefficient (PCC) values were very low as a
function of time or space. The PCC values fluctuated due

tomicrotubule peak instability over time, but overall, the
correlations were low for both classes of cell segments.

A similar analysis was conducted on 5-DAG pave-
ment cells. These cells are highly lobed and their shape
change is symmetrical, as the cells increase in area but
maintain their overall shape (Zhang et al., 2011). Subsets
of convex regions of pavement cells at this stage have
periclinal microtubules that splay from anticlinal mi-
crotubule bundles (Zhang et al., 2011; Sampathkumar
et al., 2014). In cells at this stage, cell shape was quite
stable over the time course (Supplemental Fig. S9, A–D).
In each highly lobed segment, the anticlinal microtu-
buleswere broadly distributed along the cortical surface.
In three of four segments, the signals were unstable over
time. In one case, the microtubules were more stable
but their locations were inversely correlated, with a
convex cell shape residing at the distal flanks of a lobe
(Supplemental Fig. S9C). Clearly, the geometry of the cell
segment alone is not sufficient to predict anticlinal mi-
crotubule distributions in pavement cells at several de-
velopmental stages.

Although it was clear that there was no global cor-
relation between cell segment shape and anticlinal mi-
crotubules, we wanted to test for an enrichment of
microtubules at lobe apices compared with flanking
regions in recently formed lobes. Therefore, we ana-
lyzed anticlinal microtubule distributions in a more
directed manner as a function of the local lobe geome-
try. To do this, individual lobes were subdivided into
apex and flanking regions of similar areas based on the
full width at half-maximal lobe height (Fig. 6A). The
flanking region was defined so that it was clearly sep-
arated from the convex regions of the adjacent cell.
Microtubule occupancy was calculated simply as the
percentage of time points at which a microtubule peak

Figure 5. Quantification of microtubule signals and their positions along the segment. A, Live-cell image of a lobing segment:
plasma membrane marker in magenta and microtubule marker in green. Cell volume is tilted to highlight the anticlinal wall. B,
Projected face-on view of microtubules along the segment. C, The segment is digitally straightened and resliced to provide a
face-on view of the microtubules along the anticlinal wall. D, The signal from C is summed as a function of segment location and
normalized from 0 to 1. E, Heat map of the normalized microtubule signals as a function of normalized segment length (x axis)
over time (y axis). The red star labels the time point and location of microtubule data that are displayed in C and D.
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was detected within either the apex or the flanking re-
gion. This analysis indicated that, for both lobing and
lobed segments, the apex and the flank had similar
microtubule peak occupancies (Fig. 6B). Our data sug-
gest that anticlinal microtubules are not restricted to
subregions within lobes. However, it is likely that there
is some bias for microtubule localization within convex
regions along the cell-cell interface, and in some cell
segments, the microtubule signals may arise predomi-
nantly from the convex region of cells. As mentioned
above, we cannot rule this out becausewe cannot define
the cell of origin formost of themicrotubules. However,
our analyses indicate that, if this is occurring, it is oc-
curring very broadly across the convex surface and the
microtubules are unstable at the time scale of hours.

Although the anticlinal microtubules were not stable
features of developing pavement cells, we wanted to
evaluate if there were cortical domains along the anti-
clinal wall in which microtubules were more likely to
reside. We plotted the microtubule signals as a type of
persistence plot, summing the values of the microtu-
bule signals along segment length over time (Fig. 7, A

and C). Interestingly, there were peaks of accumu-
lated signal for all lobing (Supplemental Fig. S10) and
lobed (Supplemental Fig. S11) segments, suggesting
that subregions of the cortex were more likely to
polymerize and/or stabilize microtubules. In most
cases, there were more microtubule persistence peaks
than there were lobes, and their locations did not
globally correlate with a particular geometric feature of
the cell. However, there were examples in both lobing
(Supplemental Fig. S10, B–E) and lobed segments
(Supplemental Fig. S11, A–D), in which a subset of
microtubule peaks were located near lobe apices. We
next tested for microtubule persistence in cortical re-
gions that would develop into lobes at a future time
point. To do this, we identified the cortical domain that
would generate a lobe, projected that cortical domain
onto an equivalent region of the same segment at pre-
vious time points, and measured the accumulated mi-
crotubule signal in the cell segment up to the point of
lobe initiation (Supplemental Fig. S12). Most of the
lobing segments contained a subset of microtubule
peaks at or near cortical regions that would subse-
quently become part of a lobe (Supplemental Fig. S12,
A, B, D, F, and G) and other instances in which there
was no obvious relationship between microtubule sig-
nals and lobe formation (Supplemental Fig. S12, C, E,
and H). This does not rule out a role for persistent an-
ticlinal microtubules during lobe formation: it simply
shows that they are not restricted solely to convex or
future convex regions of the cell. It is also likely that
microtubules that influence lobe initiation were likely
missed in hourly image acquisitions.

Although our time-lapse imaging was not optimized
for individual periclinal microtubules, we tested for an
enrichment of cortical microtubules along the periclinal
wall prior to lobe formation. We were able to analyze
the density of periclinal microtubules in two adjacent
cells prior to lobe formation. It was reported previously
that periclinal microtubules were enriched in the cell
that would adopt a convex shape prior to lobe forma-
tion (Armour et al., 2015). We used our time-lapse
image stacks to quantify the cortical occupancy of mi-
crotubules at opposing periclinal surfaces as a function
of lobe initiation (Fig. 8, A–D). To do this, we focused on
cell segments for which we had images of periclinal
microtubules for at least seven time points prior to lobe
initiation. The mean cortical occupancies (Higaki et al.,
2010) of periclinal microtubules over time were calcu-
lated within opposing regions of interest (ROIs) in the
two adjacent cells at the lobing interface. The ROIs were
termed V, to denote the microtubule signals in the cell
that would adopt a convex shape, and C, to denote the
microtubule signals in the adjacent cell that would
adopt a concave shape (Fig. 8D). In five of six lobing
segments, there was no significant difference in the
cortical occupancy of microtubules between the two
cells, and in one instance, microtubules were more
dense in the future concave-shaped cell (Fig. 8E). This
latter observation is the opposite of what would be
predicted from current models, and collectively, the

Figure 6. The microtubule peak occupancy at the lobe apex is not
significantly higher than that of the adjacent flank regions. A, Example
of lobe subdivision based on the lobe width (W) at half-maximal lobe
height. The apex is 1/2 W centered at the lobe apex. The flank region
total width is 1/2 W surrounding the apex region. B, Population-level
analysis of microtubule signal peak occupancy for recently formed
lobes (forming) and lobes present at the start of the time series (formed).
Letters represent statistically equivalent groups.
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above data indicate that simple differences in periclinal
microtubule density in opposing cells are not sufficient
to explain the location and timing of lobe initiation.
However, it is likely that differences in microtubule
alignment in opposing cells and the polymerization
of microtubules that span the anticlinal and periclinal
cell faces are important parameters that control lobe
initiation.

Anticlinal Microtubule Signals Are Depleted Near
Three-Way Cell Wall Junctions

The above analyses did not reveal a particular mi-
crotubule feature that could easily explain the patterns
of lobe initiation. However, we did notice examples in
which anticlinal microtubule signals and cell shape
appeared to be correlated in early-stage pavement
cells. These tended to be cases in which the initial seg-
ment shape was simple and a single broad lobe was
present (Supplemental Fig. S11, A and C). This corre-
lation appeared to be driven by the local depletion of
anticlinal microtubules adjacent to three-way cell wall
junctions. Previously, microtubules were reported to be
depleted at three-way junctions at a single time point in
lobed pavement cells (Higaki et al., 2016). Our time-
lapse data showed that microtubule signals tended to
be lower near three-way junctions in cell segments of
varying geometries over time (Supplemental Figs. S10
and S11). To test for a robust pattern of localized mi-
crotubule depletion, the microtubule signals adjacent
to the three-way junctions were compared with an
equivalent proportion of the cell cortex in the center
of the segment (Fig. 9, A and B). For both lobing and
lobed segments, microtubule signals were reduced

significantly near three-way junctions compared with
the central region (Fig. 9C). The pattern correlates with
the reduced magnitude of cell wall stress near three-
way junctions that has been predicted by finite ele-
ment computational models of pavement cell clusters
(Sampathkumar et al., 2014).

Anticlinal Microtubule Bundles Are Not Correlated with
Regions of Increased Cell Wall Thickness

Our time-lapse data indicated that anticlinal micro-
tubules did not selectively persist at the lobe initiation
sites and, therefore, were unlikely to define stable lo-
cations to direct the synthesis of a thick cellulose-rich
cell wall. We wanted to conduct an independent test
of the hypothesis that anticlinal microtubule bundles,
defined as two or more microtubules in very close
proximity, generate local regions of cell wall thickening
in lobing pavement cells, using high-pressure freeze
fixation and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
of paradermal sections of early-stage cotyledon pave-
ment cells at 1.5 to 2 DAG. Thin sections were then
analyzed for cell wall thickness in the regions that
overlay an anticlinal microtubule bundle. Properly
oriented paradermal sections were identified based on
the appearance of the cell at low magnification and the
gap in electron density in the plasma membrane lipid
bilayer at high magnification. The railroad track-like
appearance of the bilayer is only apparent in sections
that are exactly parallel to lipid head groups and fatty
acid chains. Microtubules in anticlinal microtubule
bundles were clearly detected in cross sections and
segmented from the images based on their appearance
as hollow circles with a diameter of 20 to 22 nm adjacent

Figure 7. Persistence plots of microtubule
signals show unequal accumulation of
microtubule signals along a segment. A,
Microtubule persistence plot of a segment
that forms two new lobes. B, Absolute
value of lobe height along the segment
analyzed in A. C, Microtubule persistence
plot for a lobed segment. D, Absolute
value of lobe height along the segment
analyzed in C. PCC values in B and C
correspond to the correlation analysis be-
tween the microtubule persistence signal
and the final segment shape.
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to the plasma membrane (Fig. 10A). The cell wall also
could be segmented from the images, and its thickness
was measured as a function of the proximity to anti-
clinal microtubule bundles. The analysis was con-
ducted on relatively long and straight sections of cell
wall from six independent cells that were in a stage of
permissive lobe initiation. Among the 36 regions of
anticlinal wall that we detected and imaged by TEM,
the cell wall thickness varied from approximately 80
to 200 nm. However, the heterogeneity could not be

explained by the presence or absence of microtubules.
For example, Figure 10C displays box plots of the
cell wall thickness values at cell wall domains that
overlay anticlinal microtubule bundles and a box plot
of wall thickness at an adjacent segment of equal length
free of anticlinal microtubule bundles. Among the 18
cell wall regions from six different cells, there was no
clear correlation between the presence of anticlinal
microtubule bundles and cell wall thickness. In general,
microtubules were closely associated with the plasma

Figure 8. The cortical density of peri-
clinal microtubules does not differ in
opposing cells prior to lobe formation.
A, Image of periclinal microtubules at
the interface of a segment that will form
a lobe. B, Processed microtubule image
using the cortical occupancy method of
Higaki et al. (2010). C, Skeletonized
version of the processed image showing
segmented microtubules. D, Overlay of
the GFP:TUB6 image from B and the
microtubule skeleton in C. The ROIs of
the future convex (V) and future concave
(C) cells are shown at the lobing inter-
face. E, Box plots of the mean cortical
occupancy of microtubules in paired
convex (V) and concave (C) cells at the
lobing interface. ***, Significant differ-
ence between the paired cell regions by
Student’s t test (P , 0.05).

Figure 9. Microtubule signals are significantly lower near three-way junctions comparedwith a central region of the segment. A,
Live-cell image of a segment with microtubule marker in green and plasma membrane marker in magenta. B, Microtubule signal
intensity plot of the segment in A. Orange is the area under themicrotubule signal curve 1 mm from the three-way junctions. Light
blue is the area under the microtubule signal curve 2 mm from the cortex centered at the segment midpoint. C, Box plot of the
microtubule signal intensity from three-way junctions and center of segments for both lobing and lobed segments. Letters rep-
resent statistically equivalent groups.
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membrane and tended to reside within one of the two
cells. If the cell had a local convex geometry, the mi-
crotubules were often, but not always, localized along
the convex cell surface. A gallery of TEM images that
were analyzed as part of Figure 10 is provided as
Supplemental Figure S13. In bundles 4 and 6, there
were five or more microtubules (some with visible

cross-links to the plasma membrane) within a bundle,
and the local wall thickness in these two regions was
among the thinnest in the entire data set (Fig. 10C).
These data indicate that microtubule bundles do not
necessarily mark regions of the wall with an increased
cell wall thickness. We could not distinguish the
thickness of the two individual anticlinal cell walls in

Figure 10. The domains of the anticlinal wall that underlie anticlinal microtubule bundles (AMBs) are not thicker than adjacent
cell wall domains lacking microtubules. A, TEM image of a paradermal section that was perpendicular to the anticlinal wall. B,
Thresholded image of A in which the cell wall is color coded from thinnest (yellow) to thickest (white). Microtubules are indicated
with white circles. C, Box plot of cell wall thickness values in cell wall domains that overlaid the AMBs (+) and in adjacent regions
of the wall not associated with microtubules (2).
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these TEM images because the middle lamella was not
clearly detected, so we simply divided the total cell wall
width by 2. The geometries of the adjacent cells hardly
varied at the spatial scale of our cell wall thickness
analyses, and alternating patterns of microtubules in
adjacent cells were not detected. Therefore, there was
no indication that either microtubules or complemen-
tary cell shapes could generate a constant total wall
thickness but alternating patterns of varying wall
thickness in the opposing cells. However, we are not
saying that the material properties in the wall do not
vary as a function of anticlinal microtubule bundle lo-
calization. For example, an anticlinal microtubule
bundle could increase the local proportion of aligned
cellulose fibers in the wall, which could influence the
local strain behaviors of the cell.

DISCUSSION

Leaf epidermal morphogenesis is a multiscale process
in which interdigitated growth of expanding polyhedral
pavement cells drives epidermal growth (Panteris
et al., 1993, 1994; Frank et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2011).
This evolutionarily conserved form of tissue morpho-
genesis may influence the morphology or mechanical
integrity of the leaf. Existing models describe a feedback
control mechanism in which the output of signaling is a
stable pattern of actin filaments and microtubules in
opposing cells that pattern the wall and specify the sites
for lobe initiation (Fu et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010). Such
alternating patterns are widespread in lobed cells and
may reflect a valid cell shape control mechanism in
many cell types such as the crenulated epidermal cells in
maize (Zea mays) leaves (Panteris and Galatis, 2005). Our
data indicate that there are no such stable cytoskeletal
arrays in the anticlinal cortex of Arabidopsis pavement
cells, and their localization does not predict or reflect the
changing geometry of the cell boundary in a simpleway.

Our live cell imaging pipeline allowed us to analyze
lobe formation at high spatial resolutions over the time
scale of hours during which lobe formation occurs. The
first detectable landmark of lobe initiation is a shallow
deflection of ;300 nm at the interface of the anticlinal
and periclinal walls (Supplemental Fig. S4). Therefore,
the challenge is to discover the cytoskeletal control and
cell wall patterning mechanisms that drive a subtle but
stable cell wall feature that sets the polarized growth
process into motion. Our data are not consistent with a
model in which a plasma membrane-localized PIN
auxin efflux carrier is a key molecule for pavement cell
polarization. We found that a pin1-1 mutant had no
noticeable effect on lobe formation at several develop-
mental stages (Table I), and the functional PIN1::PIN1:
GFP reporter (Benková et al., 2003) was not expressed
in fields of leaf and cotyledon pavement cells that are
making new lobes. PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 are expressed
in fields of lobing pavement cells, but with no clear
clustering within protrusions as described previously
(Xu et al., 2010). A broader genetic analysis of plasma

membrane-localized PINs also failed to detect a lobing
phenotype (Table II). The pin3, the pin3;7 double, and
the pin3;4;7 triple mutants had wild-type lobe numbers.
The severely dwarfed pin1;3;4;7 quadruple mutant had
much smaller cells but only a slight reduction in lobe
number. We also failed to detect a lobing defect in ric4
(Table II), which is proposed to be a target of PIN1
signaling that controls cortical actin polymerization
and functions in a negative feedback loop that is needed
to generate alternating patterns of cortical actin and
microtubules in developing pavement cells (Fu et al.,
2005; Xu et al., 2010). These negative results do not re-
flect our inability to detect a subtle lobing initiation
phenotype using LobeFinder, because the dis2/arpc2
phenotypes were clear (Table II). The negative data
with ric4, and the lack of stable patterns of microtubules
along the anticlinal wall, also suggest that there are no
stable cortical actin domains that are proposed to al-
ternate with microtubules via a PIN-based mechanism
(Fu et al., 2005; Nagawa et al., 2012). We are not
claiming that auxin has no role in lobe formation, as
long-term treatments with exogenous auxin can in-
crease cell lobe number (Xu et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2015).
Exogenous auxin may extend the developmental win-
dow during which pavement cells are competent to
form lobes, or auxin may have a general effect on the
cell wall that makes lobing more permissive. Our re-
sults suggest that the details of the ROP-based signaling
pathways that influence lobe formation (Fu et al., 2002;
Qiu et al., 2002) remain to be discovered.

Our results on PINs do not agree with those from
previous publications (Fu et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010;
Guo et al., 2015). Conflicting data can arise because
pavement cell morphogenesis is far more complicated
and variable than previously thought. Their shapes and
sizes depend on their developmental stages and are
strongly affected by their positions on the organ. Cell
population-based phenotyping is unreliable, and the
recent movement toward time-lapse analysis of lobing
is a step in the right direction (Zhang et al., 2011;
Armour et al., 2015). The prior lack of an objective lobe
detection tool like LobeFinder (Wu et al., 2016), and the
peak prominence feature (Supplemental Fig. S4) used
here, made it more likely that subjective phenotyping
could cause variability among different groups work-
ing on the same mutants with weak phenotypes. We
attempted to minimize these errors by (1) analyzing
pin1-1 at several developmental stages at specific leaf
positions; (2) using LobeFinder as a validated lobe-
counting tool; and (3) using the circularity parameter
to objectively analyze cell shape (Tables I and II). A
polarized localization of PIN proteins has been
reported in lobe tips following transient ectopic over-
expression (Xu et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Guo et al.,
2015). However, the interpretation of localization data
in pavement cells also is complicated, even when tag-
ged proteins are expressedwith native promoters. First,
the brightness of tagged protein signals along the cell
perimeter is highly sensitive to small tilt angles of the
sample and the highly variable cytoplasmic density and
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membrane geometry along the cell perimeter. More
importantly, given the unpredictable and heterogenous
growth behaviors of lobing pavement cells, it is im-
possible to relate the localization of a candidate regu-
latory factor to lobe initiation based on a single image.
At present, we are not aware of any protein that local-
izes to and predicts the sites of lobe initiation.
Based on a previous report (Armour et al., 2015) and

current models in which long-lived anticlinal microtu-
bule bundles generate local wall thickenings that
influence lobe formation (Fu et al., 2005; Panteris and
Galatis, 2005), we expected to detect populations
of stable anticlinal microtubules that predict lobe initi-
ation sites. Our quantitative long-term time-lapse
imaging analysis of microtubules and cell geometry
showed that this clearly was not the case. The same
microtubule signal peak was rarely, if ever, present at
the same location 1 h later in regions undergoing lobe
formation (Fig. 5E). In our time-lapse experiments, it
was possible to backtrack to the time points that im-
mediately preceded lobe initiation and test for anticlinal
microtubules in the cortical regions that were expected
to give rise to lobes at later time points (Supplemental
Fig. S12). Anticlinal microtubules were not continu-
ously present at these locations, conclusively showing
that these microtubules are not stable structures that
predict the site of lobe initiation.
Microtubule turnover also was observed in highly

lobed cells (Supplemental Fig. S8), and by graphing
microtubule and cell geometry dynamics on a common
coordinate system, it was clear that microtubule signals
were not strictly correlated with a specific cell shape in
either lobing or lobed segments (Supplemental Figs. S7
and S8). The limitation of not knowing from which cell
the microtubules originate does not weaken our ability
to test the hypothesis that stable anticlinal microtubules
are enriched in highly curved regions of the cell com-
pared with the relatively straight flanking region of the
lobe. If anticlinal microtubules were stable markers of
lobe initiation and lobe outgrowth, the microtubule
signals would strongly correlate with regions of high
local cell curvature, and they do not. We examined the
persistence of microtubule peak signals within existing
lobes by dividing the cortex into an extreme apical
domain and an adjacent flanking domain that was
spatially isolated from the convex region of both cells at
the cell-cell interface. Even in lobes that were present
through the entire time lapse, anticlinal microtubules
were equally likely to be observed at the apex and
flanking regions (Fig. 6B). Our data clearly show that
cell geometry is not sufficient to predict the patterns of
anticlinal microtubules.
However, we are not stating that there is never a

correlation between cell geometry and microtubule lo-
calization. Microtubule localization to the convex re-
gions of cells has been reported for lobed pavement
cells for many species (Panteris and Galatis, 2005) and
has been reported repeatedly in Arabidopsis pavement
cells (Wasteneys et al., 1997; Fu et al., 2002, 2005; Qiu
et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2011; Sampathkumar et al.,

2014). Our TEManalyses here detected a similar bias for
microtubule localization to the convex regions of cells
(Fig. 10; Supplemental Fig. S13). Microtubules may
be more likely to reside in convex regions of one cell,
and if there is a transcellular mechanism to inhibit mi-
crotubule polymerization in the adjacent cortical region
of a neighboring cell, this would generate an offset
pattern of microtubules in curved regions of oppos-
ing cells. This offset pattern is not always observed
(Supplemental Fig. S9C), but when it is present, it
cannot be resolved in our analysis because we cannot
distinguish the cell of origin for the microtubules. In
any case, microtubule localization to convex regions of
the cell does not explain how a convex shape is gener-
ated in the first place.

It was claimed previously that cortical periclinal
microtubules were enriched near the convex region of
the cell compared with the concave region of the adja-
cent cell prior to lobe formation (Armour et al., 2015).
We found no clear differences in the occupancy of
cortical microtubules in the periclinal cortex of the two
adjacent cells prior to lobe formation (Fig. 8). We do
not believe that we successfully detected and seg-
mented every microtubule in the periclinal cortex,
because the image acquisitions were optimized to
measure the brighter anticlinal microtubule bundles.
However, assuming that all regions of the cell were
equally affected, our data suggest that the cortical
density of microtubules does not differ greatly among
subcellular domains of adjacent cells during lobe for-
mation. We believe that our conclusions differ from
those of Armour et al. (2015) because we more accu-
rately detected the timing and location of lobe forma-
tion and we sampled microtubule and cell shape
dynamics repeatedly prior to lobe initiation. Further
analysis of local microtubule order, origin of nuclea-
tion, and persistence as a function of lobe initiation will
provide greater insight (see below).

Anticlinal and periclinal microtubules clearly have a
role in lobe formation based on convincing genetic and
pharmacological data (Qiu et al., 2002; Kotzer and
Wasteneys, 2006; Armour et al., 2015). However, our
results indicate that there are diverse populations of
anticlinal and periclinal microtubules that likely have
multiple functions in the cell. Lobe initiation is super-
imposed on diffuse growth and planar increases in cell
area (Supplemental Movies S1 and S2), and the most
obvious global function of microtubules is to modulate
the strain patterns of the anticlinal and periclinal cell
faces. Anticlinal microtubule localization within lobes
has been reported previously and discussed by our
group (Qiu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2011), and the re-
sults here further indicate that anticlinal microtubules
have a general role to promote anisotropic growth of
the anticlinal wall. Anticlinal microtubules may serve
as transient cortical landmarks to pattern the local
synthesis of aligned cellulose fibers that limit the height
of the anticlinal wall and promote the expansion of the
anticlinal wall in the plane of the epidermis. The anti-
clinal microtubules do not appear to generate local
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regions of increased cell wall thickness. A direct TEM
analysis of cell wall thickness as a function of the lo-
cation of anticlinal microtubule bundles also failed to
detect an increased cell wall thickness where it overlaid
anticlinal microtubule bundles (Fig. 10). An anticlinal
microtubule position and their persistence may have
more to do with the tension and shear forces in the wall
that vary depending on the geometry of cell/tissue and
the local growth behaviors of adjacent cells. Periclinal
microtubules with variable orientations may pattern a
relatively isotropic but thicker outer cell wall that
would resist bulging out of the plane of the leaf surface
and enable broad regions of the outer cell wall to ex-
pand symmetrically. Therefore, the observation that
average microtubule density does not vary greatly
along the periclinal cell cortex between two cells is
easily explained (Fig. 8).

The distribution of microtubules in the anticlinal cor-
tex is not completely random. They are highly aligned
parallel to the leaf surface (Supplemental Fig. S6). The
microtubule array in cotyledon pavement cells can align
parallel to predicted patterns of cell wall stress, and a
static finite element model of a pavement cell predicts
that tension forces are maximal at the interface of the
outer periclinal and anticlinal walls (Sampathkumar
et al., 2014). Tension forces in the anticlinal wall would
be expected to be oriented toward the outer periclinal
wall, and these forces may dictate the observed align-
ment of microtubules perpendicular to the outer
periclinal wall (Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. S6). If micro-
tubules can sense and align parallel to cell wall stress
tensors, this may be a plausible mechanism to bias mi-
crotubules in the anticlinal wall of any elongated epi-
dermal cell toward a transverse alignment. Time-lapse
imaging detected many instances in which a subset of
microtubule signal persistence peaks correlated weakly
with future sites of lobe initiation (Supplemental Fig.
S12). However, their locations were not correlated with
cell curvature. Instead, the spatial distributions of
persistent microtubule signals were most strongly cor-
related with tissue geometry: microtubule signals in-
creased away from three-way cell wall junctions in
lobing pavement cells (Fig. 9). This pattern also is con-
sistent with predicted cell wall stress patterns, as the
magnitude of cellwall stresswas predicted to be reduced
near three-way junctions, where the cell wall is
mechanically reinforced by adjacent cells (analogous to a
supported beam; Sampathkumar et al., 2014). Cell wall
stress also depends on cell wall thickness (Yanagisawa
et al., 2015). Perhaps the localized clustering of micro-
tubules in the thin sections of the anticlinal wall
(Supplemental Fig. S13) reflects the localized response of
the microtubule system to local regions of increased
growth, transient wall thinning, and elevated cell wall
stress. Collectively, the above results suggest that stress
patterns in the cell wall, due in part to tissue geometry,
may pattern the microtubule system and explain why
simple parameters like local cell curvature do not explain
microtubule patterns. Finite element computational
modeling combined with multivariate live-cell imaging

is a powerful method with which to analyze how cyto-
plasmic components, cell wall mechanical properties,
and wall stress interact during polarized diffuse growth
(Yanagisawa et al., 2015). The development of realistic
finite element growth models of pavement cell clusters
has the potential to guide experiments that unravel the
interactions and feedback controls among cell geometry,
cell signaling, and cell wall patterning during epidermal
morphogenesis.

We are still left with unanswered questions about
which subset of microtubules influences lobe formation.
Our data indicate that the microtubules that pattern
lobes are transient features that cannot be resolved in an
approximately hourly sampling regime. It is also ap-
parent from this and previous work that future experi-
ments should thoroughly analyze the presence and
order of periclinal microtubules as a function of lobe
initiation (Panteris and Galatis, 2005; Szymanski, 2014).
Anticlinal microtubules can exist either as bundles that
are restricted to the anticlinal wall or as a component
of a transfacial microtubule array that spans the anti-
clinal and periclinal walls (Zhang et al., 2011). We
propose that this later class of aligned transfacial mi-
crotubules can pattern cellulose fibers that persist in the
primary cell wall to generate a localized patch of
anisotropic cell wall that expands asymmetrically at
both the anticlinal and periclinal faces (Szymanski,
2014). Locally aligned periclinal microtubules and
cellulose microfibrils adjacent to the cell-cell interface
could generate an anisotropic strain that could be suf-
ficient to break symmetry and initiate a lobe. Given that
a very small deformation of the anticlinal wall is needed
to initiate a lobe, it may be that relatively few, short-
lived microtubules are sufficient to pattern the cell wall
and symmetry-breaking events. Perhaps subsets of
specialized transfacial microtubules are decorated
with microtubule-associated proteins that efficiently
recruit cellulose synthase complexes and orient their
motility in the plasma membrane. Solving the puzzle
of microtubule-dependent lobing will require genetic
and cellular analyses of microtubule order, cell wall
strain, and lobe initiation at high spatial and temporal
resolutions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) seedlings were grown at 22°C on one-half-
strength Murashige and Skoog medium with 1% Suc (w/v) and 0.8% (w/v)
Bacto agar under continuous illumination. Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia-0
was used as the wild type. PIN null mutants were described previously:
pin1-1 (Sawchuk et al., 2013), pin3-3 (Friml et al., 2002), pin4-2 (Friml et al., 2002),
and pin7EN (Blilou et al., 2005). The pin double, triple, and quadruple mutants
were obtained by crossing the above lines. PIN3::PIN3:GFP was described
previously (Zádníková et al., 2010). PIN7::PIN7:GFP is a translational fusion of
PIN7 (AT1G23080; 21,537 to +2,830; primers: PIN7 prom SalI forw and PIN7
UTR KpnI rev) to EGFP (Clontech; insertion at +921 of PIN7; primers: EGFP SacI
forw and EGFP SacI rev). Primer sequences are as follows: PIN7 prom SalI forw,
59-TAAGTCGACAAAAATAATATTTTTATTTAAGATAATTATG-39; PIN7
UTR KpnI rev, 59-TATGGTACCCTTTCTCAAATAATCTC-39; EGFP SacI forw,
59-TAAGAGCTCAGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-39; and EGFP SacI rev,
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59-TATGAGCTCCCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-39. PIN4::PIN4:GFP is a trans-
lational fusion of PIN4 (AT2G01420;24,598 to +3,095; primers: PIN4 prom PstI
forw and PIN4 1032 SalI rev, PIN4 1033 SalI forw and PIN4 UTR EcoRI rev) to
EGFP (Clontech; insertion at +1,032 of PIN4; primers: EGFP SalI Forw and
EGFP SalI Rev). Primer sequences are as follows: PIN4 prom PstI forw,
59-TCTCTGCAGTTTGTGTATCTTAATTATTTGAGTATG-39; PIN4 1032 SalI
rev, 59-TATGTCGACGTCATGGCTCGCTTTGCTATC-39; PIN4 1033 SalI forw,
59-TATGTCGACGCTAAGGAGCTTCACATG-39; PIN4 UTR EcoRI rev,
59-TACGAATTCCAGTATAAACCACTTAACTAGAAAC-39; EGFP SalI Forw,
59-TATGTCGACGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-39; and EGFP SalI Rev,
59-TATGTCGACCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-39. ric4-2 is a T-DNA insertional
line obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (SALK_015799),
and its genotype was confirmed by PCR analysis. The plasma membrane
marker plasmid, pm-RB (CD3-1008; Nelson et al., 2007), was obtained from the
Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center and introduced using Agrobacterium
tumefaciens-mediated transformation to a GFP:TuB6-expressing line in the
Columbia-0 background. GFP-tagged PINs and GFP:TUB6 were imaged as
described below for confocal microscopy and time-lapse imaging.

Imaging and Analysis of Cotyledon Pavement Cell Shape:
Population-Level Studies

Whole seedlings were stained using FM4-64 (1 mM) for 15 to 30 min. Coty-
ledons were dissected and imaged using a chambered slide and imaged using a
Bio-Rad 2100 laser-scanning confocal microscope mounted on a Nikon Eclipse
E800 stand. Samples were excited with a 488-nm laser, and the fluorescence
signal was collected using a 490-nm long-pass dichroic and a 500- to 550-nm
band-pass emission filter. A 403 oil-immersion, 1.3 numerical aperture (NA)
objective was used for 2- and 5-DAG cotyledons, and a 203 0.5 NA objective
was used for 10-DAG cotyledons. Image fields from the apical half of the cot-
yledon were obtained from 2 DAG, and the apical third of the cotyledon was
used for 5 and 10 DAG. Complete pavement cells that were not part of the
stoma cell linage were traced manually using the polygon tool in FIJI 4.0 and
ROIs were splined using the line tool option in FIJI. ROIs were analyzed using
LobeFinder (Wu et al., 2016), and statistical analyses were done in R.

Confocal Microscopy and Time-Lapse Imaging of
Lobe Initiation

The 1.5-DAG whole seedlings were mounted in our homemade long-term
chamber system as described previously (Yanagisawa et al., 2015). Confocal
fluorescence microscopy was performed using a 603 C-Apo 1.2 NA water-
immersion objective. Images were acquired using a spinning disk CSU-10
confocal head (Yokogawa Electric) mounted on a Zeiss Oberver.Z1 inverted
microscope controlled using Slidebook software (Intelligent Imaging Innova-
tions). mCherry and GFP were excited by 561- and 488-nm laser lines, respec-
tively. Approximately hourly sequential image acquisition was done using an
Evolve 512 camera (Photometrics) through band-pass filters (617/73 and 482/
35; Semrock).

Analysis of Microtubules in Segments

Using the plasma membrane channel, cell boundaries spanning from three-
way junctions were segmentedmanually using the segmented line tool with the
spline function activated in FIJI and saved as an ROI. After all time points were
obtained for a segment, the ROIs were saved as a zip file from the ROIManager
window in FIJI. To obtain information about anticlinal microtubules and seg-
ment geometry, the macro AMB.IJM was used, which asks for an input folder
containing microtubule-tagged image stacks, an output folder, and the ROI.zip
file for the segment. The output will produce, for each time point, a .csv file
containing information about the summed resliced anticlinalmicrotubules anda
.txtfile containing the xy coordinates of the segment. For details, including input
requirements and additional options this macro, refer to the AMB_README
file included as part of the documentation provided with the GitHub submis-
sion (see below). InMatlab, the code InputFiji.mwill do the following processes
to the xy coordinates: move one end to the xy origin, rotate the segment so that
both ends are in the x axis line, interpolate the segment to 500 points and
normalize its length from 0 to 1, identify lobes using the prominence method in
the findpeaks algorithm, returning for each lobe in a segment its peak position
and midheight width, which, in turn, are used to calculate the lobe apex and
flanking regions. To the AMB file (.csv), it will do the following: calculate a line

scan of anticlinal microtubules in the segment by summing the column values
of the image text file and normalize the signal intensity from 0 to 1, interpolate
the line to 500 points and normalize the segment length from 0 to 1, identify
anticlinal microtubule peaks using the prominence method in the findpeaks
algorithm, obtaining the peak position for each identified peak. The code will
produce an overlapping plot containing both the normalized anticlinal micro-
tubule signal and the normalized segment with identified lobes subdivided into
apex and flank for each time point. It will also calculate a Pearson correlation
coefficient for both temporal and location base analysis between the anticlinal
microtubule and the absolute lobe height value. For details including additional
analysis and options about this code, refer to InputFiji_README. For sublobe
microtubule localization, overlapping plots of anticlinal microtubule signals
and segment shape produced fromMatlab were combined as a stack in FIJI and
counted for each subregion. The sum of occupancy was divided by the number
of time points and multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage. Persistence plots
were done by plotting the anticlinal microtubule signals using the area tool plot
in Matlab. PCC analysis of the final shape with anticlinal microtubule persis-
tence was conducted using the sum of anticlinal microtubule signal with the
final segment shape acquired. For microtubule analyses at three-way junctions,
the areas of anticlinal microtubules on the first and last five pixels (1.06 mm) of
the segment were calculated using the trapz function in Matlab. For the middle
section, 10 pixels (2.12mm)were used. PCC analyseswere performed inMatlab.
Other statistical analyses were done in R. Code is available at https://github.
com/yamsissamy/PlantPhys2017.

Analysis of Microtubules along the Periclinal Cortex

Using the plasmamembrane channel, ROIs of equal area dimensions at the
convex and concave sides of a lobe were created using the polygon selection in
FIJI. The ROIs were analyzed from the beginning of the time lapse to the time
of lobe detection. The images were processed in the following manner:
smooth, background reduction using a 15-pixel ball, sharpening, despeckle,
Z-projection using the max intensity option, band-pass filtering from one to
five pixels, binarize, skeletonized, and saved as an eight-bit image. The total
integrated intensity was measured for each ROI and divided by 255 to obtain
the number of occupied pixels (OP). The total number of pixels (TP) in the ROI
was determined. The occupancy percentage was calculated as follows: oc-
cupancy = 100 3 (OP/OT).

TEM and Cell Wall Thickness Analysis

The2-DAGcotyledonswerehigh-pressure frozenwithaLeicaEMPact2high-
pressure freezer in 0.2-mm-deep planchets (Leica Microsystems) using 0.15 M

Suc as a cryoprotectant. Next, freeze substitution was carried out in a Leica
AFS2 automated freeze substitution unit in 1% OsO4 (EMS). The samples were
dehydrated by solution exchange with increasing concentrations of acetone.
After dehydration, the samples were infiltrated with Eponate 812 (EMS) by
incubating at room temperature for several hours to overnight in increasing
concentrations of resin diluted in acetone. The samples were transferred to
capsules, and the resin was polymerized in a 60°C oven overnight. Resin-
embedded samples were sectioned to ;60 nm with a Diatome diamond knife
on a Leica EM UTC ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems). Sections were col-
lected on 0.5% formvar-coated slot grids (SPI Supplies) and were poststained
for 3 min with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate and for 2 min with Reynolds lead
citrate. Images were taken with a four-megapixel Gatan UltraScan 1000 camera
on a FEI Tecnai G2 20 Twin 200-kV LaB6 transmission electron microscope. To
analyze cell wall thickness in relation to anticlinal microtubule bundles, TEM
micrographs were segmented using FIJI’s circle selection tool for microtubules
and the polygon selection tool for cell walls. ROIs were selected to include cell
wall segments within 100 nm of a point on the cell wall adjacent tomicrotubules
within a bundle. Anticlinal microtubule bundles contained two or more mi-
crotubules that were within;50 nm. Cell wall thickness was compared with an
equivalent length of adjacent cell that did not overlay anticlinal microtubule
bundles. The images were then converted to binary and duplicated. One binary
image was processed to a Eulerian distance map and the other to an image
skeleton. The FIJI image calculator tool was used to identify cell wall thickness
values from the distance map along the skeleton points. Those values were
saved as xy value coordinates. The middle lamella was not detectable in these
samples, so the cell wall thickness values were divided by 2 to account for the
presence of two primary cell walls and were analyzed and displayed as box
plots using R. Cell wall segments from six independent cells were analyzed.
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Supplemental Data

The following supplemental materials are available.

Supplemental Figure S1. Neither pin1-1 nor pin1;3;4;7 leaf pavement cells
have a detectable lobing phenotype.

Supplemental Figure S2. PIN1 is expressed only in leaf margins of young
developing leaves.

Supplemental Figure S3. Lobe formation is not inhibited in plasma
membrane-localized PIN mutants or its effector RIC4 but is affected in
distorted mutants.

Supplemental Figure S4. A robust method for lobe detection along the cell
segment boundary.

Supplemental Figure S5. Expansion in subregions of a segment can warp
an adjacent subregion so that it temporarily falls below the identification
threshold.

Supplemental Figure S6. Anticlinal microtubules are perpendicular to the
leaf surface plane.

Supplemental Figure S7. Pearson correlation analysis between microtu-
bule signals and segment shape for lobing segments.

Supplemental Figure S8. Pearson correlation analysis between microtu-
bule signals and segment shape for lobed segments.

Supplemental Figure S9. Pearson correlation analysis between microtu-
bule signals and segment shape for segments of 5-DAG seedlings.

Supplemental Figure S10. Additional examples of the correlation
study between microtubule persistence and final segment shape for lob-
ing segments.

Supplemental Figure S11. Additional examples of the correlation study
between microtubule persistence and final segment shape for lobed
segments.

Supplemental Figure S12. Microtubule signal persistence before lobe for-
mation occurred but is not highly correlated with new lobe formations.

Supplemental Figure S13. Anticlinal microtubule bundles do not corre-
spond to regions of increased thickening of the anticlinal cell wall.

Supplemental Movie S1. Time-lapse capture of a field of expanding pave-
ment cells.

Supplemental Movie S2. Time-lapse capture of a field of expanding pave-
ment cells.

Supplemental Movie S3. Time lapse of anticlinal microtubules for segment
4 in Supplemental Movie S1.

Supplemental Movie S4. Time-lapse images of anticlinal microtubules that
are illustrated in Figure 5.
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4. MICROTUBULES TRANSLATE CELL WALL

STRESSES INTO EPIDERMAL MORPHOGENESIS

4.1 Introduction

Over the lifetime of a plant, the vast majority of photosynthetic occurs in leaves.

Leaves tend to be thin, however there is incredible diversity in their sizes and shapes

[1]. The plant’s epidermis plays an important role in decoding different types of

hormone signals that can either promote or restrict organ expansion [2]. Time-lapsed

tracking and computational modeling has shown that regional variabilities in the rate

and direction of growth in the epidermis can dictate the size and shape of organs

[5, 8, 31]. However, the means by which individual leaf epidermal pavement cells

control their shape and contribute to tissue- and organ-level growth processes remains

unknown.

In Arabidopsis, like in the majority of eudicots, ferns, and monocots [3], the

most prevalent type of epidermal cell, the pavement cell, has a flatten but highly

lobed shape. This cell shape and interdigitation generates thin mechanical stable

leaves. The expansion of epidermal cells is highly heterogeneous between neighboring

cells [5,8] and there is some evidence of differential subcellular growth rates [32] with

no clear rules are available to predict lobe formations. Additionally, lobe formation

is a slow process that occurs in the timeframe of hours with its initiation being a

subtle ∼300 nm deflection [29]. To extract useful information about the mechanism

for lobe formation, accurate identification and several snapshots of the cells prior

to the symmetry breaking is necessary. A time-lapse approach extends the ability

to correlate molecular systems and how their patterning dictates or responds to cell

shape.
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Pavement cell morphogenesis provides a challenging but useful system to analyze

cell polarity and coordinated growth among cells across a cell wall boundary. Initially,

static image analysis of Vigna sinensis [21] led to a local cell wall thickening model

for shape change where splaying microtubules spatially correlated with regions of

increased cell wall thickenings at the outer-periclinal/anticlinal wall junction. The

lobed phenotype observed was believed to have formed due to the local expansion

restriction of the cell wall due to its thickening through cellulose deposition guided

by stable microtubules. This model was extended to Arabidopsis pavement cells

where a similar correlation of microtubules localization at the convex side of a lobes

was observed even if the cell wall thickening was not directly monitored [5,16,22,33].

An alternative mechanism of growth restriction was based on theorized microtubule

bands which would act as growth-restricting loops around the cell and generate convex

cell regions [25]. In fact these bands have never been shown to predict the sites of

lobe formation [29] and only recently has it been shown that there is a subtle bias

in cortical microtubules in convex regions of the cell [34]. In an alternative model,

microtubules do not locally restrict growth, but instead generate a small patch of

isotropic expansion in the outer-periclinal cell wall [4] and this is enough to cause

symmetry breaking at the cell-cell interface.

More recently, a number of additional explanations of the morphogenesis process

have been generated based primarily on the behavior behaviors of finite element (FE)

mechanical models of pavement cells. FE models simulate the cells as thin-walled

pressurized shells in which the user has the ability to define the material properties

of the wall as a function of location. Majda et al., 2017 [25] propose that cell wall

compositional differences between opposing walls drive lobe formation. However this

paper analyzed highly lobed cells and provided no clear genetic and biomechanical

data that this wall composition difference affects lobe initiation. The plausibility

of this particular FE model has also been challenged [28]. Lobe initiation due to

buckling activity due to compressive forces has also been predicted using a different

finite element model [35]. In this model, expansion of these small symmetry break-
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ing events are believed to depend on a stiffness increase due to de-esterified pectin

deposition [26]. Lastly, super-resolution imaging of lobed cells revealed the presence

of methylesterified homogalacturan nanofibers as longitudinal strips in the anticli-

nal wall [36]. The methylesterification process of these nanofibers was hypothesized

to be the driving force for local anisotropic expansion. Similarly to Bidhendi et al.,

2019 [35], it is important to validates these findings using genetics or time-series anal-

yses to determine if these nanofiber structures predict lobe initiation sites. Anticlinal

microtubules have a similar longitudinal orientation in pavement cells, but their mere

presence does not predict lobe initiation sites [29]

Genetic and pharmacological evidence points to a lobe initiation mechanism in-

volving the microtubule and cellulose systems. Microtubules have been consistently

implicated in lobe initiation [4,37,38]. Application of the oryzalin, an established mi-

crotubule de-polymerizing drug [12], blocks new lobe formation in pavement cells [5].

Null mutants can provide information of how the lack of functioning proteins can affect

the cellular processes, in this case how the morphogenesis of the epidermis cells were

affected. For example, the microtubule plus-end tracking protein MOR1 mutation

results in a temperature sensitive protein [39], and example images of unlobed bulged

cells has been reported under non-permissive temperatures [37]. A similar phenotype

can be observed in selected images of the low crystalline cellulose mutant any1 [11].

Similar images are shown for the reduced pectin mutant qua1-1 [40]; however, recent

analysis of pavement cell shape shows subtle but clear lobes in cotyledon pavement

cells of the qua1-1 mutant [25]. Supporting this genetic data, chemical inhibition of

these systems produced a similar phenotype. Treatment with isoxaben, an transport

inhibitor of cellulose synthase complex delivery to the plasma-membrane [13], altered

the shape of pavement cells. Interestingly, pectinase treatment disrupting cell shape

has not been reported in pavement cells however pectinase treatment on pollen tubes

resulted in tubes with swollen tips [41].

Here we determine how lobe initiation occurs in the context of the expanding epi-

dermis of early stage cotyledons testing the hypothesis that local anisotropic regions
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along the cell periphery driven by the microtubule directed microfibril deposition ini-

tiated the symmetry breaking events. To capture lobe initiation events, long-term and

multi-variate imaging of pavement cells were conducted utilizing a plasma-membrane

marker to capture the subtle shape changes and a microtubule marker to map their

location along the segment in each time-point. Close monitoring of these lobing cells

revealed a subset of microtubules that traverse the anticlinal and periclinal walls ac-

curately predict the location and direction of lobe formations. A battery of mutants

and inhibitor experiments were conducted to prove that the microtubule-cellulose

system is the primary driver of lobe initiation. Realistic 3D finite element modeling

of cell clusters and the development of a cell autonomous cell lobing system were used

to show the tensile forces in the cell wall likely functions as an upstream patterning

element of the microtubule cytoskeleton.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Sub-segmental analysis of expanding cells fails to link growth with

shape and stress

As pavement cells expand irreversibly for days, generating cells that vary wildly

in size, lobe number, and shape [3]. Also in the time scales of days, pavement cells

can oscillate between lobe initiation and extended maintenance phases in which the

cells increase greatly in area but maintain their shape [5, 6]. Therefore TEM and

localization analyses based on snapshots of already lobed cell populations [16,17,36,

42], cannot provide mechanistic insight. Recently high resolution time-lapsed analysis

showed that the new lobe is first detected as a tiny ∼300 nm deflection in the anticlinal

cell wall (see diagram Fig. 4.1A) that is stably propagated for hours [29]. Here we

initiated time-lapsed analysis cell shape and subcellular strain patterns at 15 minute

intervals (Fig. 4.1 B). By tracking the plasma-membrane coordinates between two 3-

way cell wall junctions, it was apparent that the height and width of the lobe feature
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increased over time, which is not consistent with a growth restriction model (Fig. 4.1

D).

To determine if segment’s growth was symmetrical, the distance along the segment

was measured to the center of mass of the segment itself for the initial and final time-

points (Fig 4.1 E). If the growth was isotropic, then the shape from the first time-point

would remain the same and only the magnitude of the distance to the center of mass

would increase. It was very clear that these segments were warping locally during

the duration of the time-lapse (Fig 4.1 E) which is a characteristic of anisotropic

expansion. Cell wall marking experiments have detected subcellular heterogeneity in

growth [5,7,32]. Bead labelling exactly at the surface of anticlinal wall is possible but

rare, leading to sparse coverage [5, 32]. To overcome this limitation, the previously

described fluorescent tagged proteins that localized to the periphery and/or within the

plasmodesmata aptly named plasmodesmata localized proteins (PDLPs) were used

as fiducial markers along the anticlinal wall segments of these cells. PDLP3:GFP

expressed under its native promoter, provided the best density along the segment

and the particles were displaced primarily in the x-y plane during growth (Fig 4.1

B,C; 4.S1.1 A-C). To obtain the sub-segmental growth rates, the distance between

the trackable PDLPs and 3-way junctions were measured over time (Fig 4.S1.1 D-F).

For all of the analysis here, the sum of the subsegment growth rates was within 3%

of the growth rate of the full segment measured using the terminal 3-way junctions.

The displacements were due to growth because when the seedlings kept at kept at

4◦C particle displacements were not detectable (Fig 4.S1.2 A-F).

There was a high degree of heterogeneity within individual segments (Fig 4.1

F,H). To determine if there were differences in the growth rates of lobe apex or flanks,

segments were assigned as sub-domains of a lobe (Fig 4.1 G - top). Sub-segments that

occupied at least 60% of the lobe apex were classified as ’apex’ sub-segments, similarly,

sub-segments that occupied at least 60% of the lobe flank were classified as ’flank’

sub-segment; anything else was classified as ’mixed’. A population level analysis of

the apex, flank, and mix sub-segments, showed no difference in growth rates between
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these regions (Fig 4.1G – Bottom). This indicates that the growth status of the lobe is

not determined solely by its geometry, as previously claimed [27]. Instead these data

suggests that there are widespread spatial heterogeneities in the material properties

of the cell wall. If cell wall properties were uniform strain behaviors would correlate

with the amount of tensile forces in the wall. In order to get an accurate estimate of

the cell wall stress patterns of highly pressurized pavement cells, a 3D finite element

model of the cell clusters was generated based on live-cell image data (Fig. 4.1I).

The FE model simulates the wall as thin walled shell compromised of neo-Hookian

hyperelastic composite of isotropic materials (see Methods). The model has been

validated using nanoindentation (W. Li, J.A Turner, unpublished results). Because

the outer-periclinal wall is not in contact with neighboring cells (Fig. 4.1A) turgor

pressure generates strong in-plane tensile forces on this cell face and it pulls upwards

on the contiguous anticlinal wall that is glued to the neighboring cell via the middle

lamella. When turgor pressure was simulated on these cells, the maximal principal

stress in the anticlinal wall was aligned perpendicular to the leaf surface towards

the outer-periclinal wall (Fig 4.S1.3) and the stress distribution was broad, and in

general, minimal near 3-way junctions (Fig 4.1 K,L - magenta). No clear correlation

between the sub-segmental growth rates and the geometry-based stress pattern was

seen (Fig 4.1 L). Collectively these data indicate that spatial patterning of cell wall

heterogeneity plays an important role in pavement cell morphogenesis. The next step

was to determine what gene activities and molecular functions control lobe formation.

The prominence-based coordinate system showed the potential to be a powerful

tool and provided an opportunity to not only evaluate how the cell segments shape

changes but also the ability to correlate this shape change with the localization of

molecular players that are known to be essential for normal cell morphogenesis. How-

ever, as previously shown [29] the methodology of shape quantification dictates how

cells shape phenotypes are classified. Due to the importance of microfibril align-

ment and anisotropic expansion and the role of microtubules in microfibril deposition

patterning, the importance of these systems on cell morphogenesis was tested in a
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genetic and pharmacological approach. This was an important first step which would

maximize the value from the aforementioned coordinate system.

4.2.2 Genetic and pharmacological analysis of lobe initiation

There is a plethora of known Arabidopsis morphology mutants many of which

have been implicated in pavement cell morphogenesis [43]. The majority of these

mutants with aberrant cell shape belong to microtubule associated proteins such

as katanin mutant (ktn1-2 ) [19], microtubule organization 1 mutant (mor1-1 ) [37,

44]. However other systems such as cellulose, anisotropy1 mutant (any1 ) [11], and

pectinase, quasimodo mutant (qua2-1 ) [40, 45] have also showed a reduction in the

complexity of these cells shape. By utilizing LobeFinder [46], allowed the objective

re-evaluation of known cell shape mutants in mature cotyledons (Fig 4.2, Table 4.1).

Surprisingly, ktn1-2 [47] showed no difference in lobe numbers compared to the wild-

type. This was also the case with the double γ-tubulin mutant (tubg1-1;tubg2-2 ) which

came as a surprise due to the dramatic organ level phenotypes previously analyzed

[48]. In accordance to previous images of defective cell shape [49], the temperature

sensitive mutant mor1-1, showed clear pavement cell defects most clearly seen in the

reduction of lobe numbers when it was grown in non-permissive conditions (Table

4.1). The mutant any1 defective in cellulose synthase, which has been shown to have

a reduction in anisotropic expansion, as expected had a reduce lobe phenotype. The

pectin mutant, qua2-1, had both a reduced areal growth and lobe number. The high

lobe number per cell is deceptive due to the method to which LobeFinder identifies a

lobe. LobeFinder works on a cell-by-cell basis, for that reason it does not distinguish

between lobes and 3-way junction protrusions. When the qua2-1 three-way junctions

were filtered out, the average of lobe per cell was reduced by 54% changing the lobe

per area to dropped to 1.71±0.76. In a subset of the wild-type whose lobe number

average was representative of the population, the number of lobes per cell was reduced

only 29%.
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In agreement with the genetic results, chemical interference of microtubule, cellu-

lose, and pectin systems resulted in aberrant cell shapes. The number of lobes pro-

duced under the well-established microtubule depolymerizing drug oryzalin [12] was

greatly reduced (Table 4.2). Equally, treatment using isoxaben, a well-known drug

that interferes with CesA delivery to the plasma-membrane [13,50], reduced the lobe

rate in these cells. Lastly, partial degradation of pectin, an important polysaccharide

found in the middle-lamella, with pectinase [51, 52] interfered with lobe production

albeit a lower degree. Importantly, treatment combinations of pectinase with either

isoxaben or oryzalin completely blocked the ability for pavement cells to undergo any

new lobe formation but the cells continue to expand. These latter results showed how

lobe formation is interdependent not only to one specific system but to a mechanism

dependent on the microtubule, pectin, and cellulose systems. The microtubule effect

is mediated through patterned cellulose synthesis as expected [13]. Short time-lapses

imaging of YFP:CesA6 and mCherry:TuA5 at 1 DAG in cells a the lobe formation

stage showed strong colocalization a permissive (Fig 4.S2.1). The drastic reduction

of lobe number on depolymerized microtubule cells such as those in mor1-1 under

restrictive temperatures and after oryzalin treatment, the dependency of cellulose

movement on microtubules, and the lack of live-cell tools to monitor pectin composi-

tion on these cells guided us towards the analysis of microtubule patterning in lobing

cells.

4.2.3 Transfacial microtubules predicts the location and direction of lobe

formation

To test how microtubules organization and localization over time affected cell

shape morphogenesis high-temporal and -spatial time-lapses were necessary. Most

of the current analysis of microtubule organization in expanding cells base most of

their conclusions from either snapshots or limited time-lapses [5, 16, 35, 53]. From

previous studies, it was clear that high-temporal resolution was necessary when ana-
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lyzing microtubule dynamics since hourly snapshots showed a high degree of change

in microtubules localization along the cell periphery [29]. More importantly, lobe

initiation involves the deformation of the anticlinal and periclinal walls and analysis

of the microtubule system must take place across these walls as well. Snapshots of

pavement cells with plasma-membrane and microtubule markers showed that micro-

tubules traverse both anticlinal and periclinal walls (Fig 4.3 A-B) however to obtain

these images required both high laser power and an increased in image depth to

capture the inner periclinal wall. The principal goal was to map the distribution of

microtubules as a function of shape change with the intent of testing the hypothe-

sis that transfacial microtubules persist at future location of lobe formation. Since

long-term imaging was a necessity, the imaging conditions were set up to capture the

outer-periclinal wall and part of the anticlinal wall as a proxy for microtubules that

traverse across the periclinal and anticlinal walls, hereafter referred to as transfacial

microtubules. This was an acceptable proxy for these transfacial microtubules as the

cell wall tilt of emerging lobes did no show local tilt as a function of lobe initiation

or lobe expansion (Fig 4.S3.1), meaning that the anticlinal wall moves together. The

shape change of these cells takes hours to emerge [5, 29] but microtubule dynamics

takes place in the window of minutes [54, 55]. However, if transfacial microtubules

are directing cell shape then their patterning over time is expected to scale up to the

cell shape time-frame. To strike a balanced interval between microtubules dynamics

and cell shape, 3D long-term time-lapses at an interval of 10 minutes ranging from

at least ∼4 to 8 hours were conducted. Interval image testing showed a high degree

of microtubule organization even in 2 minute interval image captures (not shown)

but high interval image depleted the signal rapidly preventing long-term analysis to

be conducted. Again, since the goal was to map regions of consistent microtubules

over time and not necessarily the organization of individual microtubules, 10 minute

interval imaging increased or temporal resolution in long-term time-lapses. To clearly

score the location of transfacial microtubules along the segment, the image stack was

processed (Fig 4.3E-H) to get a composite image of both anticlinal wall and outer-
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periclinal wall for both neighboring cells (Fig 4.3I), for further detail see method

sections. Tracking the location of transfacial microtubules along the segment over

time prior to lobe detection showed that transfacial microtubules localized at the

future regions of lobe formation (Fig 4.3 J). More importantly, the transfacial micro-

tubules across the anticlinal wall was bias towards the cell to which the lobe would

expand into (Fig 4.3I-top histogram). In all 6 time-lapses analyzed, there was a clear

peak of transfacial microtubules at the location where the new lobe emerged (Fig

4.S3.2).

To remove the labor-intensive manual scoring from these analyses and to increase

the quantity of segments analyzed, a new microtubule workflow was created. The

goal of the semi-automated approach was to capture the increase microtubule pres-

ence at the future convex side of the new lobe. The dominant orientation of micro-

tubule alignment at the outer-periclinal and anticlinal wall is perpendicular on the

straighten segment (Fig 4.3I) [29]. Extracting the signal intensity of the anticlinal

and outer-periclinal walls, produced a 2D matrix datasets whose columns and rows

corresponded to the dimension of the walls. Reduction these 2D datasets to line

plots as a function of segment location was obtained by summing the columns of the

datasets, similarly to what was done previously for the anticlinal wall [29]. The signal

at the isolated anticlinal wall was normalized from 0 to 1 at each time-point to give

equal weight to persistence plots and removing the variability of imaging conditions.

For the outer-periclinal wall, it was desirable to keep the signal intensity difference

between the cells, for that reason the signal was normalized from 0 to 1 based on

the maximum and minimum values of the combined cells values. Even with a noisier

outcome due to incorporating all the microtubule signal at the outer-periclinal wall,

an enrichment at the future apex region was consistent in all lobing segments. As

the goal was focused on the lobing regions, this method served as a good proxy to

quantify transfacial microtubules at these sites of interest (Fig 4.S3.3). Initially, at-

tempts at measuring local microtubule orientation and organization, here measured

as coherency where aligned microtubules would received a score of 1, were not very
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informative (Fig 4.S3.4) most likely due to inconsistent imaging conditions. Utilizing

the summed microtubule signal provided a way to quantitatively measure the enrich-

ment of the outer-periclinal walls of two neighboring cells which was clearly visible

from summed signal projections of these time-lapses prior to the lobe formation (Fig

4.4B). Additionally, this method allowed the capture of microtubule enrichment as

function of time at the future lobe apex (Fig 4.4D). When all 11 lobing segments

were pooled, there was a clear enrichment of microtubules at the future convex side

of the lobe of 148 ± 109% compared to the concave region at the neighboring cell

(Fig 4.4E, Fig 4.S4.1). Most importantly, this enrichment seemed to be independent

of the initial segment shape. This is clearly exemplified in one of the segments that

had a new symmetry breaking event against the bulging direction already established

(Fig 4.S4.2) revealing how these features are active events and not just a consequence

from a buckling event as previously claimed [35]. Together, the results from manually

scored transfacial microtubules and with the new microtubule persistent method show

how the organization of microtubules over time dictate the location and direction of

new lobe formation. Additionally, symmetry breaking events in bulging segments

show how lobe initiations are active anisotropic expanding features independent of

the segment geometry.

4.2.4 Microtubules are patterned by geometry-based cell wall stresses

The results of locally persistent microtubules that predict the location of lobe

formation produced the question of what was patterning the microtubules at this

location. In previously studies from lobed pavement cells snapshots, a correlation

was found with predicted stresses and microtubule organization at the convex side

of lobes [35, 53]. To evaluate how cell wall stresses were influencing microtubule

organization a 3D model was constructed in the same manner as in Fig 4.1. Since the

patterning of stresses are very sensitive to geometry [35] it was necessary to evaluate

the stress patterns prior to lobe formation using live cell images of pavement cell
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just prior to lobe detection (Fig 4.4 F-H, Fig 4.S4.3 C,G). The predicted cell wall

stresses were extracted from both the anticlinal wall and outer-periclinal wall near

the anticlinal/periclinal wall junction. The models revealed how the principal stress

patter of the cells correlated with microtubule persistence plots for the anticlinal wall

showing a clear microtubule persistence peak at a location of high stress (Fig 4.4 I).

When the outer-periclinal walls were analyzed, the stress was bias towards the cell

that the lobe will expand into (Fig 4.4 J, Fig 4.S4.3 D,H) mirroring the enrichment

microtubule at those sites towards the same cell. Together these results suggested

how microtubules were responding to cell wall stresses resulting in lobe formation.

4.2.5 Furrows are self-autonomous features of de-coupled lobing cells

The microtubule system is highly dynamic [29] but microtubules over time lo-

calized to regions where a new lobe will form which were also regions of predicted

high stress. It is still unclear if the microtubules themselves serve as a stress sensor

or if an unknown molecular player is responsible. The inability to selectively disrupt

the transfacial microtubules, presented a challenging problem. Fortunately, unrelated

experiments using the distorted mutant dis2-1, which has been shown to have cell

adhesion problems [56], produced cell invaginations, from hereafter refer to as furrows

(Fig 4.5 B). These features were also visible in the pectin synthesis mutant qua2-1

(Fig 4.5 A) just as previously shown [45]. Close inspection using an TEM image

revealed invaginated cell with two closely appressed cell wall with a highly rounded

apex. Importantly, microtubules were clearly seen at the apex of furrows (Fig 4.5 E

– yellow arrows). This provided a method to disrupt the cell boundary and test if

lobe initiations are a protruding force or an inward directed cell autonomous event.

Furrows were induced in the wild-type after extended pectinase treatment (Fig 4.5

C) and reinforcing their dependence of microtubules, addition of the microtubule sta-

bilizing drug paclitaxel, we could see the emergence of very rare opposing furrows

(Fig 4.5 D). The ability for neighboring cells to have bidirectional furrows hints that
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both cells are capable of undergoing a symmetry breaking event. Furrows were ab-

sent when pectinase and either oryzalin or isoxaben were combined (Fig 4.S5.1). This

is consistent with of the reduction of lobes with these treatments (Table 4.2). The

necessity of an intact pectin, cellulose, and microtubule system for normal morpho-

genesis suggested that the underlying mechanism behind furrow formation is the same

mechanism behind lobe initiation albeit in a partially decoupled cell.

4.2.6 Microtubule are preferentially localized at the apex of nascent fur-

rows

Furrow formations are rare events in pectinase treated seedlings and their location

on a cotyledon is hard to predict. Despite these limitations, furrows provide an

opportunity to analyze shape change in a semi-isolated cell. Due to their similarity to

lobes, it became crucial to test if the microtubule patterning in furrows was consistent

to the patterning seen in lobes. The focus was directed towards active features and

the study was narrowed to nascent furrows (Fig 4.5 F) instead of mature furrows

(Fig 4.5 E). This was done because as stated before, the location of the rare induced

furrows is hard to predict and because previous analysis in qua2-1 seedlings showed

that these features formed as narrow local invagination events that progressed from

nascent furrows to mature furrows [45]. In high resolution images, the microtubules

splay across the anticlinal wall (Fig 4.6 B – insert) and the outer-periclinal wall

(Fig 4.5 G) at the apex of nascent furrows. To analyze if the apex was a hot-spot

for microtubules, the microtubule signal was plotted as a function of furrow length

placing the apex of these highly symmetrical feature at the midpoint of the normalized

furrow length (Fig 4.5 I,J). Population level analysis showed that microtubules are

preferentially localized to the apex of these features (Fig 4.5 K) and most likely are

responsible for their formation and elongation.
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4.2.7 Furrow originate at regions of maximal cell wall stress

The preference of microtubules to localize at regions expected to have maximal

geometrical-base stresses hints at how microtubules can translate cell wall stresses

to cell morphogenesis. Naturally, the question emerged on how the geometric-based

stress pattern in pectinase treated cells correlated with the observed location of fur-

rows. Furrow behaviors can be used as a cell shape change proxy to analyze lobe

initiation, and how cell shape, cell wall stress, and microtubule organization inter-

act during polarized growth. Utilizing the cell shapes of a cell pair that produced a

furrow (Fig 4.6A), a mock pre-furrow FE model was created (Fig 4.6B) using the con-

tour of the neighboring cell (Fig 4.6C). Interestingly, the predictive cell wall stresses

varied between the cells and it was maximal and spatially corresponded to the re-

gion where the furrow appeared (Fig 4.6D). In straight segments, in agreement with

previous models [28, 35, 53] our FE models predicted that the location farther away

from 3-way junctions would experience the highest amount of stress and perhaps the

patterning force for cell wall deformation. When the location of furrows from rela-

tive straight segments were mapped, their appearance was greatly bias towards the

center of these segments (Fig 4.6F) indicating that their location was a response to

the maximal internal cell wall stress. Concurrently , these cell wall stresses showed

high spatial correlation with the shape and curvature of the furrow, indicating how

the curvature of the cell was a key factor for cell wall stress (Fig 4.6E) consistence

with the population level analysis showing the apex to be a hotspot for microtubules

(Fig 4.5K).

Spatial overlap between microtubule organization and predicted stress along the

wall suggested that microtubules might be responding to geometrical stress to ini-

tiate a symmetry breaking event. The furrow data also provided an opportunity to

evaluate spatial correlation between shape, predicted cell wall stress, and microtubule

organization. The finite element simulation predicted cell wall stress to be maximum

at the apex of (Fig 4.6G), the region of highest curvature of the furrow. Analyzing the
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microtubule signal along this segment, a clear microtubule intensity peak localizes to

the region of expected cell wall stress (Fig 4.6H). Together, these results support the

hypothesis that furrow formation is being driven by microtubule organization which

itself is directed by cell wall stresses.

4.3 Discussion

The complexity of epidermal tissue morphogenesis can be exemplified by the in-

terdigitated phenotype of its most prevalent cell type. How this drastic shape change

from a simple polyhedral cell is initiated remains unknown. Here, the goal was to test

two main hypotheses, is shape sufficient to pattern the morphogenesis of pavement

cell and to evaluate if microfibril deposition directed by microtubule organization

is the patterning mechanism for lobe formation. Lobes emerge following symmetry

breaking are subtle changes along the cell periphery that requires high spatial- and

temporal-resolution. Previously, using a plasma-membrane marker, allowed for the

detection of lobes which can be identified by a stable small ∼300nm deflection [29]

which was never detected along the flanks of existing lobes. Building on this tech-

nique, stable makers along the anticlinal wall by the genetically encoded PDLP3:GFP

allowed the sub-segmental mapping of growth rates along the cell periphery (Fig 4.1).

The lack of correlation of growth rates with either predicted stress patterns or sub-

segmental shape implies that the wall must be have differential mechanical properties.

There have been two recent reports that pectin is involved in generating the cell wall

asymmetry that controls lobe initiation. In one, de-esterified pectin deposition at the

convex side of established lobes [35] was claimed to drive lobe initiation. However,

robust localization of pectin along the segment and mutant analysis is necessary to

test this result. Along similar lines, super-resolution imaging identified perpendicular

methylesterified pectin nanofibers in the anticlinal walls of lobed pavement cells [36].

The same reservations from Bidhendi et al., 2019 [35] apply to this study and fur-

ther analyses are still necessary. It is not known if the patterns on these studies
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emerge prior to lobe formation or if the patterns are the results on the segment shape

change. Without time-lapse data or evaluation of unlobed cells this question cannot

be answered.

In this study true mechanism of lobe formation is revealed. Pharmacological and

genetic data (Fig. 4.2, Tables 4.1,4.2), showing a clear reduced cell shape phenotype,

presented the microtubule system as a good candidate for analysis of its dynamic be-

havior paired with our coordinate system for lobe detection. The exact microtubule

behaviors that underlie lobe initiation is difficult to discover. Initially, local analysis

of microtubules orientation and coherency was conducted at opposing regions across

a lobing region but provided little supporting information (Fig 4.S3.4) with highly

variable values which are very sensitive to image quality. However, microtubule signal

sum projections of the segments prior to lobe detection revealed clear signs of cortical

microtubule enrichment at lobing locations (Fig. 4.4 A, Fig 4.S3.4 A,E). Furthermore,

montaged images of the anticlinal and outer-periclinal wall revealed that a subset of

microtubules splays across these walls and that their localization over time was bi-

ased toward regions where new lobe initiation would form (Fig. 4.3). Finite element

modeling of cell shapes prior to lobe detection showed that the persistence of these mi-

crotubules colocalized to regions of predicted high stress (Fig. 4.4 J, Fig 4.S4.3 D,H).

Taken together these results suggest a morphogenic system based on transfacial mi-

crotubule whose localization is cell wall stress dependent. While cellulose was clearly

microtubule directed during this timeframe (Fig. 4.S2.1), direct testing of anisotropic

patches could not be done due to the lack of transfacial microtubule targeted depoly-

merization. Partial degradation of pectin promoted the invagination of the cell wall

and expose the cell autonomous mechanism of shape change. Cell adhesion mutants

qua1-1 [45] and qua2-1 (this study) form rare furrowing features. Time-lapse analysis

of these furrows indicates that the invaginations become progressively longer rather

than representing a region of growth repression [45] and it suggested that they might

use the same mechanism as lobe formation. Induced furrowing with pectinase treat-

ment on wild-type seedlings was blocked when the microtubule or cellulose systems
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were disrupted using oryzalin and isoxaben respectively (Fig 4.S5.1) showing high

similarity to the lobe blocking effects of these drugs in intact tissue (Table 4.2). In-

terestingly, microtubule stabilization using paclitaxel would in very rare occasions

produce opposing furrows in neighboring cells (Fig 4.5 D) suggesting that both cells

have the ability to produce a lobe. The location where these furrows emerged was

of high interest as they could elucidate the patterning mechanism of shape change.

Population level analysis of furrow location on straight segments showed a bias at the

region further away from 3-way junctions (Fig 4.6) a region of high predicted cell wall

stress [28]. Within the furrow, microtubules were highly localized to the apex of the

feature (Fig 4.5 K) and similarly to lobing regions they transverse the anticlinal and

outer-periclinal walls (Fig 4.5 G, insert). The localization of microtubules to regions

of high stress in furrows (Fig 4.6 H) and their narrow extension after they are formed

supports the localized anisotropic expansion of lobes. Together both of these systems

propose a mechanism where microtubules localized at regions of high cell wall stresses

serve as tracks for cellulose deposition. The localized cellulose deposition produces

patches of anisotropic expansion leading to symmetry breaking events be it lobe or

furrow initiation (Fig 4.7).

4.3.1 Future directions

Here, local correlative analysis of cell wall stresses, shape change, and microtubule

localization has been presented proposing the key role of microtubules in translating

cell wall stresses to cellular morphogenesis. However, further analysis is required to

elucidate if the shape change that occurs in pavement cells promotes anisotropic organ

expansion or if lobe formation is a buffering mechanism for differential epidermal cell

expansion. The results shown here propose a high cell wall stress responsive mecha-

nism rather than a patterning mechanism for anisotropic organ expansion. However,

to carefully evaluate this, organ level analysis is necessary to track how pavement

cells expand in the context of organ level growth. Mapping organ level expansion,
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predicted cell wall stresses, and cellular morphogenesis in long-term time-lapses can

elucidate if lobe formations are a consequence or the driving force behind organ mor-

phogenesis.

4.4 Materials and methods

4.4.1 Plant Material and Growth Conditions

Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings were grown at 22◦C on 1
2
-strength Murashige and

Skoog medium with 1 % Sucrose (w/v) and 0.8% (w/v) Bacto-agar under continuous

illumination. For the chemical treatment; the seeds were transferred and completely

submerged in liquid media, which omits the Bacto-agar, after germination under con-

tinuous illumination with the respective treatment. For low-light chemical treatment,

the seedlings were grown until 1 DAG and then transferred to plates with the chem-

ical compound dissolved onto the media which were placed vertically on (5 µmol

m−2 sec−1) at room temperature. Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia-0 was used as the

wild type. Mutants lines were described previously: bpp1;2;5 [34], tubg1-1;2-2 [57],

any1 [11], qua2-1 [40], exo84b1 [58], clasp1 [18], ktn1-2 [59], dis2 [60], zwi3 [61].

PDLP3::PDLP3:GFP [62] was crossed to PIP2:mCherry line [63]. PIP2:mCherry;

TuB6:GFP was previously described [29].

4.4.2 Imaging and Analysis of Cotyledon Pavement Cell Shape: Population-

Level studies

Whole seedlings were stained using FM4-64 (1 µM) for 30 min. Cotyledons were

dissected and imaged using a Vaseline chamber sliced and imaged Bio-Rad 2100 laser-

scanning confocal microscope mounted on a Nikon Eclipse E800 stand. Samples were

excited with a 488-nm laser, and the fluorescence signal was collected using a 490-

nm long-pass dichroic and a 500- to 550-nm band-pass emission filter using a 20x

0.5 NA objective. Image fields were obtained from the apical 1/3 of the cotyledon.
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Representative complete pavement cells not part of the stomata cell linage was traced

manually using the polygon tool in Fiji and the traces were splined using the line-

tool option. Pavement cell traces were analyzed using LobeFinder [46] and statistical

analyzes were done in R.

4.4.3 Subsegmental growth rate analysis

Confocal Microscopy and Time-lapse Imaging of Lobe Initiation. 1.5-DAG whole

seedlings were mounted in our in-house long-term chamber system as previously de-

scribed [24]. Confocal fluorescence microscope was performed using a 100x Plan-

APO 1.46 NA oil-immersion objective and images were acquired using a spinning

disk CSU-10 confocal head (Yokogawa Electric) mounted on a Zeiss Oberver.Z1 in-

verted microscope controlled using Slidebook software (Intelligent Imaging Innova-

tion). GFP and mCherry were excited by 488- and 561-nm laser lines respectively.

Approximately 10-min sequential image acquisition was performed for microtubule

and plasma-membrane time-lapses and 0.5-or-1 hourly for plasma-membrane and

PDLP time-lapses using an Evolve 512 camera (Photometrics) through band-pass

filters (482/35 and 617/73; Semrock).

Imaging of delamination and furrows after pectinase treatment

mCherry was excited by the 561nm laser line through bandpass filters described

above. For low-light chemical treatment; 6-8 image fields at the basal region of the

cotyledon were collected using the 60x C-Apo 1.2 NA water immersion objective. Im-

ages were acquired using the Evolve 512 camera. For submerged chemical treatment;

2 DAG whole seedlings were imaged completely using the 20x Plan-APO 0.8 NA ob-

jective using the montage method in Slidebook then the image stacks were merged

to obtain an 3D montaged imaged. Images were acquired using a Prime 95B camera

(Photometrics).
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4.4.4 Analysis of Sub-segmental growth rates

Segments with at least 1 PDLP were identified and the 3-way-junctions were

manually tagged using a 3-by-3 pixel square 1.5 µm below the 3-way-junction for

2 image slices. Using the plasma-membrane, cell boundaries spanning from slightly

passed the three-way junction were segmented manually using the segmented line tool

with the spline function activated in FIJI and saved as an ROI. After all time-points

were collected the ROI series were saved as an “.zip” file. The macro PDLP.ijm,

which acts on both the plasma-membrane and PDLP channels at each time-point,

straightens the segment, re-slices the straighten segment, and then a max-projected

image is produced. To reduce the tilt due to sample or mounting, one time-point was

aligned to the x-axis using the 3-way-junction marks and the rest of the time-points

were aligned to it using the resliceAlignement.ijm that worked on lines drawn from

3WJ to 3-way-junction. PDLPs were tracked using the Particle Tracker 2D/3D tool

from the MOSAIC imaging toolset [64]. Non-overlapping PDLPs at least 2µm apart

were used to calculate pair-wise distance as a function of time and a linear-fitted to

obtain the sub-segmental growth rate, if the total displacement was less than image

resolution then a growth rate of zero was awarded. To verify the outputs, the sub-

segmental growth displacement was summed and evaluated to the displacement from

the 3-way-juncions. If the value was less than 3% error, then the measurements were

accepted.

4.4.5 Finite element model

Stress field analysis in the pavement cell walls was studied using commercial finite

element (FE) software Abaqus. The structural model of the cells was based on the

segmented cell wall boundary and surrounding anticlinal wall. All the cells were

divided by a middle lamellar layer of pectin. The model before application of turgor

pressure consisted of a flat periclinal wall bonded to the anticlinal walls. The thickness

of the periclinal and anticlinal walls was 300 and 35 nm, respectively. All cells were
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surrounded with pectin to approximate the confinement of adjacent cells. The turgor

pressure in each cell was set to 0.6 MPa. The material for all cells was assumed

to be a neo-Hookean, hyperelastic isotropic material assigned uniformly across the

model. The elastic modulus was assumed as 600 MPa with a Poisson’s ratio of

0.47. The whole material was assumed to be a standard linear solid with a primary

relaxation time of 6.8 s with a ratio of infinite modulus to the total elastic modulus

of 0.85 [65]. The middle lamellar pectin was assumed to have the same properties

as the surrounding pectin with an elastic modulus of 100 MPa [66]. For all pairs of

segmented cells, after 20 s of pressurization and sufficient relaxation, the stress field

in the cell wall was used for analysis. For the five cells model of the sub-segmental

growth rate, after the first step of 20 s pressurization, the deformed structural model

at the end of the first step was used as the initial structure in the second step and

was pressurized for another 20 s, and then the stress field in the walls at the end of

second step was used for analysis.

4.4.6 Anticlinal wall tilt analysis

Segment shapes were traced as explained above. Lobes detection and their loca-

tion were identified by using the find peaks, peaks prominences modules in python

restricted to features greater than 286 nm as previously described [29]. To get the

local tilt at apex as a function of lobe formation; the relative position of the lobe in a

length normalized segment was used for its position prior to the lobe detection. A re-

slice of the anticlinal wall at the apex was traced using the segmented line tool in Fiji

for a time-point prior to lobe detection, at detection, and at least one time-point after

detection. The traces were analyzed by first rotating it to the y-axis then measuring

its width giving a score of zero to widths smaller than the imaging resolution. To

measure the tilt along the segments, the segments were straighten then re-sliced along

the x-axis to get the cross-section of the anticlinal wall. The OrientationJ Dominant

Direction plug-in was used to obtain the tilt along the segment.
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4.4.7 Microtubule persistence at the anticlinal and outer-periclinal wall

for neighboring cells

Using segment traces as described above. The zip file for a segment’s time-series

was run through the imageTextOfMTWalls.ijm macro which allows the extraction

of the microtubule signal from the anticlinal and outer-periclinal wall. For each

time-point, the segment was straighten, re-sliced, and a SUM projected image was

created of the plasma-membrane which allows the user to create a bounding box

that defines the extent of the anticlinal wall on the image stack. This information is

propagated to the microtubule channel to obtain a text image of the outer-periclinal

wall for each cell after a MAX intensity projection and a text image of the anticlinal

wall after SUM projection of 6 image slides from the image stack center and are

saved in their respective folders. To create the persistence peaks of microtubules,

the python code; createAnticlinalAndOuterPericlinalPersistenceMaps.py is executed.

This requires information about which cell is the initiating cell, what time-point

the lobe is detected, the location of the lobe at detection, and the width of the

lobe apex at detection. For each time-point, using the three matrices produced by

imageTextOfMTWalls.ijm, 1 for anticlinal wall and one for outer-periclinal wall for

each neighboring cell, the columns are summed to obtain a one-dimensional value for

each cell face. The values for the anticlinal wall are normalized from zero to one using

the equation:

normV aluei =
valuei −min(array)

max(array) −min(array)

For the periclinal wall, the values are normalized from zero to one from using the

maxima and minima of both datasets combined. Stacks-plots are created using the

normalized value for the timepoints before lobe initiation, after lobe initiation and

for the whole time-lapse. For enrichment, first; the area the area under the curve

of the accumulated plot that spans the width of the apex centered at the location
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of first detection using the trapezoid method for the initial and following cells. The

enrichment is calculated using the following equation:

Enrichement = −1 + Areacell1
Areacell2

∗ 100

This is also done at each time-point individually to obtain the enrichment at each

time-point.

4.4.8 Microtubule orientation and coherency analysis

Segment of interest were aligned to the first time-point by drawing a line across its

3-way-junctions and saving them as ROIs. The regIndSegWith3WJLines.ijm macro is

then run selecting the max-projected images, ROI zip file location, and output folder.

The location of a new lobe is then identified as explained above and two ROIs 2-by-2

µm were placed across the anticlinal wall at the location where a new lobe will form.

The OrientationJ Dominant Direction plug-in was used to obtain the orientation and

coherency of microtubules.

4.4.9 Manual transfacial microtubule scoring

Text image outputs from imageTextOfMTWalls.ijm were imported into Fiji and

converted to RGB color. In order to observe which bundles were transfacial, it was

necessary to combine the anticlinal and outer periclinal wall images using the combine

tool in Fiji. The images were combined vertically with the anticlinal wall positioned

directly below the outer periclinal wall that corresponded to the same time point.

This was done for both cells both sharing the anticlinal wall. Transfacial microtubule

bundles were then scored by marking them in the middle of the bundle. Only clear,

distinct transfacial microtubule bundles were scored which we defined as microtubules

that directly connected from the anticlinal wall into the outer periclinal wall. These

bundles appear as a continuous, vertical line of high intensity pixels in the combined

image. The pixel locations for all marked transfacial microtubule bundles, along with
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the pixel width of the entire image, were recorded in order to generate normalized

segment length histograms. A density curve was obtained using these values. To

match the y-value range to the histogram, the density values were multiplied by the

proportional difference between the max value of the density plot and the maximal

value of the histogram graph.

4.4.10 Microtubule organization within furrows and furrow position on

straight segments

Nascent furrows were traced to and from regions where the anticlinal wall sepa-

rated. For each furrow, the microtubule intensity was measured at the anticlinal wall

and then normalized the signal from 0 to 1. The length of each furrow was normalized

from 0 to 1. A stack-plot was constructed of the normalized signal to obtain a popu-

lation level plot of microtubule preference within a furrow. Furrow normalized peak

location was obtained from otherwise straight segments and histogram was created

using R.

4.5 Tables



Area (µm2)

Table 4.1. The microtubule, pectin, and cellulose systems are key for normal 
            pavement cell morphogenesis in fully expanded cotyledons. 
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Area (µm2)

Statistical difference between treatment and 1DAG
Statistical difference between treatment and 2DAG

Table 4.2. Disruption of the pectinase and cellulose or 
              microtubule system blocks lobe initiation 
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Fig. 4.1. Segment geometry is insufficient to predict growth rates in
expanding pavement cells. (A) Illustration of interface between pave-
ment cells in a cross-section view. Wall nomenclature and coordinate
system for image data are shown. (B-C) Snapshot of pavement cell
time-lapse of plasma membrane (magenta) and PDLP3 (green). Ex-
ample segment, triangles t=0, stars t=6 hr. (D) Shape change of a
segment over time between vertices shown in (B,C) color coded trian-
gles and stars indicate the directionality of the segment. (E) Distance
from segment outline to center of mass were obtained to analyze the
pattern of shape change at the extreme time points. Dashed lines are
the color coded to match the time points. (F) Whole segment strain
rates calculated using 3-way junctions (left). Subsegment strain rates
calculated from the displacement of genetically encoded fiducial marks
(right). (G) Population level analysis of subsegment strain rates as
a function of their location on a lobe. (H) Heat map of subsegment
strain rates in a field of cells. (I) Finite element model was constructed
to evaluate the relationship between sub-segmental growth patterns
(J) and predicted stresses along the segment (K) showing a disconnect
between these two parameters (L). Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Fig. 4.S1.1. Particle tracking of PDLPs allows for an efficient way to
measure sub-segmental growth rates. (A) Segments were traced at
the anticlinal/outer-periclinal junction, straighten (B) and resliced to
obtain a face-on view of the anticlinal wall (C). (D) Non-overlapping
PDLPs, including manually labeled 3-way-junctions were tracked over
time to obtain average growth rates between PDLP pairs over the time
course. (E) Example linear-fitted plots of the PDLP pairs that were
mapped back to the cell segment (F).
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shown on (A) show tight peak overlap over the time-course. (F) The
growth rate per hour of subsegments were dramatically lower com-
pared to its room temperature counterpart showing that the PDLP
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Fig. 4.2. The microtubule, pectin, and cellulose systems are required
for normal tissue morphogenesis. Example images cotyledon pave-
ment cells at 10 DAG (A) Wild-type, (B) ktn1-2, (C) tubg1-1;tubg2-2,
(D) any1, (E) and qua2-1. The temperature sensitive mor1-1 allele
was grown at permissive (G) and restrictive temperatures (H). (I-
O) Analysis of lobe initiation rates from 1 to 2 DAG in control and
inhibitor-treated seedlings. (I) Wild-type pavement cells at 1 DAG.
(J) Buffer-treated control cells at 2 DAG. (K) 0.2% pectinase treated;
(L) 10 µM oryzalin; (M) 5nM isoxaben. (N) Combination of 0.2%
pectinase and 1 µM oryzalin; (O) 0.2% pectinase and 5 nM isoxaben.
Scale bar = 50 µm (A-H), 25 µm (I-O).
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Microtubule CesA Merged

Fig. 4.S2.1. Cellulose synthase complexes strongly colocalize with
cortical microtubules in fields of cells in which lobe formation is per-
missive. 8 min time-lapse projection of 15 sec intervals in a single
image plane in the double-marked strain TuA5:mCherry (left panel);
CESA6:YFP (center panel) ; CesA6 and microtubule co-localized
throughout the cell cortex in the merged image (right panel). Scale
bar = 5 µm.
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Fig. 4.3. Transfacial microtubules predict the location and direc-
tionality of lobe initiation events. (A) Top-down view of plasma-
membrane (magenta) and microtubules (green) in a 3D- rendered im-
age. Y and Y’ refer to the two periclinal walls at the cell interface. (B)
Cortical microtubule bundles span the anticlinal, inner-, and outer-
periclinal walls (IPW and OPW respectively). (C) Initial and (D)
final time-point of a segment that has undergone a lobe formation
event (cyan arrowhead) an existing lobe is marked with a yellow ar-
rowhead. (E-H) Summary of image processing for microtubule analy-
sis (see methods for further details). (E) Curved segment containing
opposing periclinal wall domains and the anticlinal wall is straight-
ened to generate (F). (G) The outer periclinal wall in the Y-direction
is projected above the anticlinal wall. (H) The outer periclinal wall in
the Y’-direction is projected above the same anticlinal wall. (I) Time
series analysis of cell shape and cortical microtubules. Upper, exam-
ples of a lobing segment showing its shape at the initial time-point
and at the time of lobe detection. Lower, montage images constructed
as shown above. Example transfacial microtubules at the start of the
time-point (T01, orange), an intermediate time-point (T09, white),
and at lobe detection (T19, cyan). (J) Manual scoring of the loca-
tions of all transfacial microtubules prior to lobe detection. Local
enrichments are present where the lobe will be detected (blue arrow-
heads) in cell 1 (upper panel) and in the convex region of the existing
feature (yellow arrowheads) of cell 2 (lower panel). Shaded regions
are the lobe widths at 1/2 lobe height (I - cyan curve). Scale bar = 5
µm (C-D); 2 µm (I).
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Fig. 4.S3.1. The anticlinal wall at the apex of emerging lobes re-
main perpendicular to the leaf surface during lobe formation. (A-D)
Cross-section tilt analysis of the anticlinal wall at the apex of the
emerging lobe over time shows that the wall does not tilt (measured
as the bounding box width of the anticlinal wall when its endpoints
are placed on the y-axis) locally during this period of expansion (E).
Histograms on x- and y-axis are the distribution of the scatterplot
based on time and tilt respectively.
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Fig. 4.S3.2. Additional examples of transfacial microtubules predict-
ing lobe initiation. (A-E) Manually scored transfacial microtubules;
on each, the top outline is the segment shape prior to lobe detection,
below it is the segment shape after lobe detection. Top histogram are
the counts for the transfacial microtubules of the cell unto which the
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of the segment shape for the segment corresponding to the live-cell
images above where the apex of the new lobe is between the vertical
cyan lines, lobes are marked by a black vertical line. (G) Density plot
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Fig. 4.4. Increased microtubules persistence at lobe initiation sites
correlates with local cell domains of increased cell wall tensile stress.
(A) Segment shape outline at the start of the time-lapse (green) and
at time of lobe detection (dashed – magenta) that is used for the
analysis on (C-D, F-J). (B) Summed projection of time-lapsed micro-
tubule signal shows hotspots at regions where a new lobe will form
(Magenta arrowhead). (C) Microtubule persistence plots show an en-
richment of microtubules for cell 1 at the future convex region of the
emerging lobe (dashed – cyan lines). (D) Microtubule enrichment
plotted as the percent enrichment of cell 1 (future convex) to cell 2
(future concave) as function of time. (E) Population level analysis of
the percent enrichment of periclinal signal in future convex lobes, n =
11 lobing segments analyzed prior to lobe initiation. (F) 3D render-
ing of cell pair used to construct a FE model of lobing cell interface.
(G) FE model predicted stress patterns. (H) Stress patterns of the
anticlinal walls of each cell and the periclinal walls of each cell near
the anticlinal and outer-periclinal wall junction were extracted. (I)
Correlation analysis of anticlinal cell wall stress of the convex lobing
cell 1 (green) and the concave lobing cell 2 (magenta) and anticlinal
microtubule persistence (black dashed line) as a function of location
along the cell segment. (J) Correlation analysis of periclinal cell wall
stress (green) and periclinal microtubule persistence (green-dashed) of
future convex cell 1. Correlation analysis of periclinal cell wall stress
(magenta) and periclinal microtubule persistence (magenta-dashed)
of future concave cell 2. Scale bar = 5 µm.
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Fig. 4.S4.1. Summary of periclinal microtubule enrichment predicting
the location of lobe formation in eleven independent lobing events.
Boxplots show the enrichment distribution of individual lobes at the
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segment shape. (Top-row) Eight-hour time-lapse snapshots of a seg-
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shape of the segment. (Bottom-row) Microtubule persistence plots
at the new feature apex shows an enrichment of microtubule of the
bottom cell compared to its neighbor at the same location. Scale bar
= 10 µm.
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Fig. 4.S4.3. Additional microtubule and predicted stress correlations.
(A,E) Summed projection of time-lapse microtubule signal shows
hotspots at region where a new lobe will form (Magenta arrowhead.
(B, F) Microtubule enrichement plotted as the percent enrichment of
cell 1 (future convex) to cell 2 (future concave) as a function of time.
(C-G) Correlation analysis of anticlinal cell wall stress of the convex
lobing cell (green) and the concave lobing cell 2 (magenta) and the
anticlinal microtubule persistence (black dashed line) as a function of
location along the cell segment. (D-H) Correlation analysis of per-
iclinal wall cell stress (green) and periclinal microtubule persistence
(green - dashed) of future convex cell 1. Correlation analysis of per-
iclinal wall stress (magenta) and periclinal microtubule persistence
(magenta - dashed) of future concave cell 2.
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Pectinase treatment promote furrow formation in dis2 and WT. (E)
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to undergo shape change. (F) Plasma-membrane image show the ge-
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